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Phalon Jones Buried
With 3 In New Park
On December 21, 1967 Mein•
phis said farewell to the last
of the Bar-Kays who died in
the plane crash, that killed
them, Otis Redding, and two
other Bar-Kays.

He is survived by his mother.
father, seven uncles, thirteen
aunts, a great aunt, Mrs.'
Hester Jones, a grandmother,'
grandfather, and a host of
other relatives and friends.
They were Phalon Jones, Jr. Pallbearers for Mr. Jones
whose funeral was held at were Steve Holt. Herb KneeA lien
Jones.
Jesse
Missionary laltd,
Pleasant
Green
Baptist Church, 1252 Nichols Brown, L. I. Walk and Roy
St. and Ronnie Caldwell 19 Jackson.
years old organist.
Other men:hers of the Bar.
Delivering the eulogy at the Kayskilled in the crash were
funeral for Mr. Jones was the Jimmy King, 18, of 1408 S.
Rev. T. C. Avant, pastor of Lauderdale. leader of the comthe S m ith
Grove
Baptist bo, whose body was recovered
church at Holly Springs, Miss. shortly after the crash and
r
r'sCarl Cunningham, 18, of 2934
Soloists were Miss Carla
Hoskin rd., drummer.
Thomas, and Misses Joyce
Branch and Jacquelyn Phillips After their appearance in
Nashville on
Friday night
of Owen College.
Dec. 7, they went on to ClevePrayer and scripture were land.
The group was due back
read by Rev. E. L. McKinney, in
M e mphis on
Monday,
pastor of Pleasant Green,
where Jones was slated to atPhalon Jones, Jr., was born tend classes at Owen College,
,
in Holly Springs, Marshall and the others would be going
County, Mississippi on June to high school classes at LEAVING CHURCH — PicJr., who was a member of
Missionary Baptist Church.
tured above is the casket
28, 1948 to Mr. and Mrs. Pha- Booker T. Washington High
the Bar-Kays. His funeral
( Photo By Continental)
of the late Phalan Jones,
Ion Jones, Sr.
was held at Pleasant Green
School.
Funeral services for Ronnie
While at Booker T. Washington High School, he was Vice Caldwell, the organist and
President of the Senior Band, whose body was the last resaxophone section leader, and covered, were held Friday at
Vice President of the Esquire the Memphis Funeral home.
Club. Ile was a freshman at He was buried in Memorial
Can Richard Gordon Hatcher good.
District," doubted whether
cemetery.
Owen College at his death.
work miracles in Gary?
"There is no question about Hatcher would close all Sae
It appears, in the eyes of
how the white communities "joints". "Nobody can do
some prominent Gary citizens,
view Hatcher. You kow this that", he said. But he's sere
that
Mayor-elect
Hatcher's
gonna tighten ens up."
promise to end crime and vice state voted for George WalGoudeau indicated that the
in the Steel City might take lace in the last presidential
white people in Gary mil
primary
race. In addition to
more than just a wave of his
magic wand As me citizen that the Ku Klux Klan was "learn a good lesson from
1
Dr. Vasco A. Smith, president sibilities of a director.
Richard."
puts it, "It might take his born in Indiana. I'll say this,
of the Shelby County Demo- "It is quite disturbing that
"When they see how good he
however,
if he doesn't clean
life."
cratic club, has asked that now,
is
and how he works, maybe
only when a Negro has Not committing himself te up Gary, no one will be able
Asst. U.S. Atty. C. 0 Horton be
things will be better here."
to
say
he
didn't
try."
Donald Bridgeforth, a formmade director of Department been proposed to head a depart- any predictions, the citizen said
•
Another Gary citizen, Adrian
er assistant city attorney, had
of Finances and Institutions ment tflitt thrs divisioa of gciv- that any attempt to rid the city
ROYALTY AT LEMOYNE
to right: Miss Eva Brine"Mr. LeMoyne." Crowning when the new government goes ernment is broken down into of its "hoodlum
element" Goudeau, a restaurant owner
(See Page 2)
— Looking on as Miss Arnum, second alternate; Miss
smaller units. The implication could lead to some kind of re- In the so called "Red Light
toot place during a colorful into office next week.
netta Phillips, the outgoing
Lizzie Luckey, first alterCoronation Ball held FriIn a letter to Mayor-elect seems to be that a Negro is not taliation against City Hall.
"Miss LeMoyne," crowns
nate, and Edward Thomas
day night at the Rainbow
Henry Loeb and members elect qualified to assume to full re- "For many years now," the
Miss Joy L. Miller, the new
who was voted the title of
Terrace.
of the Council, Dr. Smith wrote: sponsibilities of a director. We citizen said, "newly elected
"Miss LeMoyne," are left
mayors have promised to put
"According to recent news re- find this insulting.
ports, Mayor-elect Henry Loeb "Hospitals under the present a halt to crime and vice in
has proposed Atty. C. 0. Hor- form of government are under Gary, but few real attempts
ton as director of city hospitals. the department of Finances and have ever been made."
We feel that the choice of Atty. Institutions. We hereby request But according to Chief of
Horton as a director in the that they be again placed under Police Conway Mullins, vice
Dr. T. W. Northcross has ers Club" for their efforts is
p. new city government is an ex- that department and that Atty. operators are "really squirm'/icellent one; however, it is quite Horton be made director of ing, wondering how to get nest been elected President of the behalf of the club.
Goodwill Boys' Club of Mem- "Founders
C 1 u b" began
obvious that Mr. Horton has this whole division of our new to Hatcher."
this year. Its members are
phis.
He
replaces
Sam
W.
not
government,"
responbeen
the
given
full
Dr.
Smith
wrote.
Mullins said there are some
Miss Arnett& Phillips, aj Miss Miller, an English maQualls, who was the club's persons who have shown an
500 spots operating the policy
senior, surrendered her "Missjor and daughter of Mr. and
interest in the club and have
1
and other gambling in Gary president during this first year
LeMoyne" crown to a charm;Mrs. Clifford Miller of 933
operation.
contributed
of
at least $50 to the
report
A
of
$3,000
last
week
i
and he indicated that these
ing and enthusiastic junior, Lenow, won by a wide marClub's operational budget.
the United Negro Colplaces will be the hardest to The Club. a Shelby United
Miss Joy L. Miller, during gin. Miss Lizzie Luckey, a
Neighbors agency. 903 Walker Other members selected to
close.
Ball senior, was first alternate; lege Fund campaign over the I
a colorful Coronation
$17,000
mark.
Avenue
served 500 boys ages the board for 1968 are John
last Friday night at Rainbow Miss Eva Brittenum, a senior,
The police chief said there
opening in April R. -Arnold, Jr., Willard Bell,
8
since
to
18
second alternate; Miss Evelyn Co-chairmen
Terrace.
are only 300 policemen in the of this
E d win
DalJ.
B. B rooks, Claiborne
year.
Memphis
was
marine
id
A
433
decScott,
who
was wound- city and "they just can't be
The occasion also marked Woods, junior, third alternate, strom and George W. Lee
Davis, Thomas Eldridge, Jack
Northcross
Dr.
expressed
the crowning of a "Mr. Le- and Miss Martha Hill, senior, predicted a total of around orated by his commander-in- ed in Vietnam on Dec. 15. everywhere at one time," Ile .
confidence in the Club's fu- Gary, Calvin Grant, Dr. A. E.
Moyne," with the title going fourth alternate.
$20,000 by the Jan. 2 closing chief last Saturday when Presi- He was hit in both legs said that besides all the num-'ture and announced plans to Horne, Sam Johnson, Rufus
Lyndon
dent
Johnson
B.
stopand his right arm by shell ber's rackets in the city, there
to Edward Thomas, a junior. In the "Mr. LeMoyne" con- date.
ped at Cam Ranh Bay just fragments and received the is still prostitution and open service 800 boys in 1968. He Jones, Hunter Lane, Jr.. TimoThe two were chosen Dec. test, Mr. Thomas topped Clasaid additional fund raising thy McGuire, Jr., Joe Lee
8 in a campus-wide vote but rence Christian (first alter- The report last week in- before Christmas to personally Purple Heart from President gambling to be considered,
will be required to oh- Nelson, Rev, J. L. Netters,
efforts
decorate
some
of
men
the
Johnson.
results of the voting were nate) and Donnell Cobbins. cluded $1,550 from LeMoyne
Atty. Fred Work, who was , tamn adequate funds to s e r v e B. G. Olive, Jr., and Rev.
who
wounded
were
in
Vietnam.
sealed in envelopes and care- The popular Falcons gave College's "Miss UNCF" conThe marine is a graduate a near-winner in the City more members.
S. A. Owens.
The Memphian was Lance
fully guarded until 11:30 Fri- a denghtful musical touch to
tof Lester High school. He and Judge primary race last year The club was started after Also Samuel Peace, Dr.
Page
(See
2)
Terry
Cpl.
Whitmore,
20,
M.
day night when William Hen- the formal affair.
Ibis wife, Elizabeth Ann, are and a long time friend of Hat. the St. Augustine Church was Hollis F. Price, Sam Qualls,
derson, a junior and chairman Seventeen campus queens
the parents of a three-month cher made this point:
remodeled. R a d i o
Station Whittier A. Sengstacke, Sr.,
of the ball, revealed names and their escorts participated
old &tighter, Tome Lachelle, "Richard is committed to WDIA gave $40,000 toward Howard E. Sims, Insp. Don
of the winners,
in the grand march.
who was born since he ar- do something about vice and getting the club started; the H. Smith, W. Hamilton Smith,
rived in Vietnam.
John J. Thomason, Louis
C1u b
g ave
the
crime in Gary. Not only from Phoenix
Corporal Whitmore enlisted the standpoint of his cornmitt- $5,000 down payment on the Weeks, Dr. I. A. Watson,
in the Marines last February ment, but also because the en- property towards purchase Harold Whalum, Henry White,
Isaac White, Thomas Willis,
and has been in Vietnam tire Black community is de- price.
sinceJuly.
pending upon 'him to make Dr. Northcross thanked all Rev. Theodore Wieser and
Miss Alva Crivens, daughter cable disease control, environthe members of the "Found- A. C. woliams.
of Rev. and Mrs. 0. C. Crivens mental sanitation and techlot 2127 Stovall ave., has niques of keeping vital statistics
The Elks of Memphis will tributions.
arrived in the Republic of on population and disease conhold services here on New Col. Lee said Mr. Sengstacke Korea for two years of service trol.
Year's Day at St. Paul Bap- will be honored for his um- with the Peace Corps.
During her training, Miss
tist church on McLemore in usual perception in the sensiMiss Crivens entered the Crivens received about 400
recognition of the signing of tive field of journalism which Peace Corps as a volunteer last
the Emancipation Proclama- has brought the Tri-State De- September and recently com- hours of Korean language infender to the pinnacle and pleted her training at Ghost struction, studied Korean histion.
tory and culture as well as
During a service at 11 a.m. for promoting the charitable Ranch, Abiquiu. New Mexico. technical studies in various
and
educational
programs
of
Mrs. Crivens went to New fields.
the speaker will be Rev. A. E.
Campbell, pastor of the Colum- the Elks. Ahlgren will be Mexico to see her daughter Miss Crivens was graduated
cited for displaying the bet- complete the course among the
bus Bagtist church and presifrom LeMoyne college with the
aspects of Negro life top live volunteers.
dent of the Tennessee Regu- ter
class of 1967 with a degree in
the worse as the
While in Korea, she will work sociology. During her
lar Baptist Cnnvention. Music instead of
senior
representative.
most
in rural district health centers year she was named
will be provided by 15 choirs
to "Who's
singing on the freedom theme, Mrs. Irma Stidhum, who along with Korean co-workers, Who Among Students in Ameriaccording
to
Col.
George was chairman of the Blues and will concentrate on mater- can Colleges and Universities."
W. Lee, director of the ob- Bowl Queen committee, this nal and child health, communi- She attended
Hyde
Park
year, will be cited for work
servance.
Elementary school and was a
in the Blues Bowl and the
member of the National Honor
Dr. W. Herbert Brewster,
Society at Douglass High School
pastor of East Trigg Baptist Elks membership drive.
from which she graduated in
church, will address the au- Members of the EmancipaProclamation observance
1963 before attending Lane coldience at a service at 3 p.m. tion
committee include Frank Scott
lege in Jackson, Tenn.. for two
A number of Memphians, who
Leonard
Mitchell, coyears on a music scholarship.
symbolize the progress the and
chairmen; Revs. 0. C. Collint,
A member of the Girl Scouts
Negro has made, will be
J. A. Jordan, W. C. Jackson,
at Hyde Park, she belonged to
honored.
0. C. Criveos, J. W. Williams,
the Y-Teens in high school
During New Year's Day, S. II. Herring, H. H. Harper,
and was president of the YWCA
Elks will also go to Elm- Elders B. T. Hunt and
G.
while at Lane College. Miss
wood cemetery to lay
a Evans, Revs. W. E. Ragsdale,
Crivens is a member of St.
wreath at the mausoleum of E. Waller, E. M. Martin,
Stephen Baptist church, of
the late Robert R. Church, Roy Love, L. A. Hamblin,
which her father is pastor,
Sr. and Jr., who contributed B. L. Hooks, Horace Robinand belongs to Alpha Kappa
in the building of Memphis. son and Bishop J. 0. PatterAlpha sorority.
Plaques will be given this son. Sr.
Miss Crivens left the United
year to Frank Ahlgren, editor
Also Rudolph Johnson, O. W.
States on Friday, Dec. 15, from
BOYS' CLUB OFFICERS I 1911/1. Seated from left are
carlille, executive director
taut secretary: J.
of the Commercial Appeal, Pickett. W. 0. Bradford. Dud.
Seattle, 'Nash., and was sup- — Officers of the Goodwill I Rufus R. Jones, vice presi
of the Boys' Clubs of Mers•
Willard Bell, secretary. and
and Whittier A. Sengstacke, by Martin, Henry Filcher,
posed to stop in Tokyo, Japan, Boys Club of Memphis
dent; Dr. T. W. North phis. Standing, from left.
W. Hausilteit Smythe, Ill
Sr., for their journalistic con- Jackson Gayle and D. Martin,
ALVA CItIVENS
en route to Seoul, Korea.
were elected to serve In
cross, president and Jim
are Harold Whainm, ass'streasurer.

Gary Mayor Faces Tough Job

An Expanded Department
Asked For Atty. Horton

C
3

G
oodwill Boys' Club
Elects 1968 Officers

Joy L. Miller Crowned $17/000 Given
'Miss LeMoyne' At Ball In UNCF Driv

$20 000 Sought

Lpushed
Marine On Xmas Visit

Elks Plan Programs
For Emancipation Day

Alva Crivens In Korea
With The Peace Corp

9
6
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Chief Of New U.S. Fighteas A Negro

HOME FOR THE am.
DAYS. Arriving at the unusually busy Metrop4111an
Airport is Mrs. Johanisa
Sandridge Prater a former
resident of Memphis now
residing with her husband
Ralph Prater abie a .ariner
Philadelphia,
MentRiliell
Po. ban to spend the holidays with her parents Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Sandrldge of
2t$7 Chelsea ave. (Photo
By Continental)

many
'he joined the 49th 'tactical 1 and Coati; Section. In July ot Colonel R a ii doll's
Fighter Whig in Spangdahlem, !1964 he was appointed Opera- awards and decorations include
tions Officer for the 562nd Tac- the Distinguished Flying Cross,
Germany.
Promoted to Major in Jan- . tical Fighter Squadron, 23rd Air Medal with two Oak Leaf
uary of 1963, he went to 9th i Wing, McConnell AFB, Kansas. Clusters, Air Force CommendaAir Force Headquarters, Shaw While at McConnell he was tion Medal, the distinguished
AFB, South Carolina, where he !sent THY to Vietnam during Unit Citation and the United
Nations Service Medal.
leas assigned to the Command August 1965.
Testing,
III
Category
During
evaluand
testing
Operational
thou of the world's most ad- Colonel Randall and other
veteran pilots of the Air Fo
vanced fighter bomber — the Tactical Air Command are reFillA — is the responsibility
the tactics and techniqae
of a 41-year-old Air Force fight- fining
will be employed by
that
er pilot from Roanoke, Va.
crews should the new fighter.
Lieutenant Colonel James E. be assigned to combat.
P. Randall, a veteran of 75 cornColonel Randall, a command
bat missions during the Korean
pilot with more than 6,000
conflict, is Operations and flying hours, has been associat.
Plans officer for the operationed with tactical fighter airal testing and evaluation of the craft since he entered the Air
F-111A weapons system. This
Force in March of 1949.
evaluation, knows as Category
III Test, is being conducted at: Colonel
awards
Randall's
the USAF Tactical Fighter and decorations include the
Weapons Center, Nellis Air .,Distinguished Flying Cross, Air
Ferce Base, Nev.
'Medal with two Oak Leaf clusters, and the Air Force ComMedal.

Col. Randall Charged
With Testing Plane

Donation Given
In Memory
Of Musicians

Ii DAISYI
NOW SHOWING!!

nlendation

He is married to the former
Mary Ann Bell of Evansville,
Indiana, and has four children:
Roberta. 15. Louise. 14; William, 12; and Patricia, 6.

Colonel Randall was born
November 30. 1926, in Roanoke,
A check for $35 was given Virginia. Following his graduaNEW BOSS OF FIGHTER BOMBER
to the Elks Christmas Basket tion from the Lucy-Addison
High
School
in
Roanoke.
he
currently undergoing operational testing and
P. Randall is picE.
James
Col.
Lieutenant
project last week in memory
evaluation at the Nellis base Tactical Fightof Otis Redding and the attended Hampton Institute in tured with the F-111A plane, the world's
Hampton, Va.
er
Weapons Unit.
is
which
bomber
by
Bert
Bar-Kays
Ferguson,
most advanced fighter
general manager of Radio He joined the service in March
Station WDIA.
1949 and was commissioned a
private schools. No less an
Mr. Redding, four of six second lieutenant in March
e
eminence than the late exmembers of the Bar-Kays 1950 under the Aviation Cadet
President Herbert Hoover male
and their valet died in Mad- Program at what at that'
(signed a lengthy commission
son, Wis., on Sunday, Dec. time was known as Las Vegas ,
!study which recommended the
10. when a plane carrying AFB, Nevada.
Post Office be returned forththem to an engagement in
From May to June 1950 he
1 with to the efficiency of prithat city crashed into a lake
attended Pilot's Instructor's
vate enterprise.
to
land
while
attempting
and annoyed everybody from
School, Randolph AFB, Texas.
By HARRY GOLDEN
While ilis scheme might not
during a heavy rainstorm.
Rockefeller and Lindsay right
In August 1950 he was transferhave speeded up mail delivery
Three of the Bar-Kays and red to Perrin AFB, Texas, as a No one seemed particularly on down.
their valet were buried here flight instructor. In January exercised about the Ford strike. Like many other states, New it would have saved the federal
last week, and Mr. Redding of 1951 he served as an F-51 Editorials did not denounce the York has a law which pro- government many a headache
interred at Macon, Ga.
flight instructor at Craig AFB, workers nor was - Henry Ford hibits strikes by public ser- as well as put a dollar or two
in the pockets of the illiterate.
The musicians were widely Alabama. The following Octobei II hanged in effigy. The strike
vants. The punishrr-...iit ranges
Mind you, I do not suggest
known as proponents of the he was promoted to first heti- doesn't seem to have affected from fines to imprisonment.
"Memphis Sound," and Mr. tenant and in February 1952 anyone save the workers, the Not too long ago, the subway for a moment that private enRedding was acclaimed as the began active participation in manufacturers, the steel indus- workers went on strike in, terprise necessarily will im"king of soul music.the Korean conflict as a combat try. the President, assorted New York City and indeed a' prove the service of the public
sector: but one thing is sure:
pilot in the Eighteenth Fighter Congressmen and Senators and
judge did put Mike Quill and,
Wing. While with the 18th he the economy.
one who goes on strikei
several of his colleagues in no
flew 75 combat missions in
be breaking the law ancil,
will
And maybe General Motors the pokey.
'the F-51.
all take work stoppages I
will
we
and Chrysler. But as far as Basically, these Prohibitions ' with the same aplomb we takel
In July 1952 he was trans- I have been able to determine, against strikes are ineffective
Ford strike.
I
since the union either says it , the
ferred to the 6148th Air Ad- no one cried a river.
Continued From Page 1
visory Group in Korea and the What does outrage the folks is not striking, its members
test and $1,000 from downtown,following December promoted are strikes by government and are simply resigning en masse:
merchants.
to Captain. In February 1953 he municipal employees. The New or if the union does call a
was transferred to the 1737th
went strike a strike, part of its
The County School Teachers'Ferrying Squadron at Dover York City school teachers
settlement calls off the court.
teachThe
weeks.
three
for
out
J.
division, headed by R.
AFB. Delaware, From Dover
more
Many of the indignant have
reforms:
two
wanted
ers
Roddy, reported an additional he was assigned in January of
better classroom called for harsher .laws. But
and
money
$363.
1957 to the 4523 Combat Crew
they waving an injunction at a
Apparently
Training Squadron at Nellis conditions.
striking union is like kicking
More gifts are expected from IAFB,
both.
won
Nevada,
the downtown area and a'back overseas in Transferred
take a parent with a bee's nest at high noon on
you
But
March 1959,
large contribution has been,
two kids just home from camp a hot day.
promised by the Co-Ettes.
and that daddy and mommy There is a much simpler
couldn't care less about the answer. It is to turn the pubThe co-chairmen called on
lic sector over to pr.vate enteachers' needs.
all volunteer workers to be
Many Negroes were out- terprise.
prepared to make final reraged by the strike for they Schools like Choate, Kent,
ports by Jan. 2 at a meeting
understand rightly education and New York Military Acadeto be held on the LeMoyne
is their children's salvation. my flourish. I suggest we
campus in the Brownlee Hall CHICAGO, Ill — Mrs. Mary The teachers' strike scared make all the public schools
faculty lounge. It will start Williams of 2531 W. Monroe st.
is attempting to locate relatives
at 7:30 p.m.
of Lucious Humber, 74 , who
dier on Dec. 24 in Aliquippa
Penn.
Mrs. Williams said she Is
seeking i n formation
which
might lead to missing heirs,
Helen and Margie Humber,
(Continued From Page 1)
similar comments to make. who are believed to be living
"Hatcher represents a new in Chicago.
era", he said, and I think he'll Mr. Humber died in Alisurprise a great many per- quippi, Penn. The two women
sons . . . not only whites but would be grandchildren of the
Negroes as well. His program deceased. Mrs. Williams is a
is sound and his manner of ap- niece, she said.
plication is good. 1 expect to
Mrs. Williams said that pasee a lot of progress in Gary." pers involving property and inMayor A. lUrtin Katz, the surance must be signed as
man Hatcher defeated in the soon as possible. The funeral
Democratic primary race, said Is to be held Friday in Pennhe hopes the whites give Hatch- sylvania.
er a chance to prove himself. The two grandchildren are
"But the Negroes had better known to have lived for sevnot expect too mdch." he as- eral years at 4915 S. Langley
serted. "He can't work mira- ave.
cles, you know."
Mrs. Williams said that anyHatcher's camp has other one having knowledge of the
once
ideas. The mayor-elect
whereabouts of the two women
said his primary goal is to may contact her at 638-0205.
change the image of Gary.
To do that, he must erase
the years of check marks
brought on by flourishing crime
and vice, and he must remove
the racial barriers which still
exist there.
There are millions waiting
to see if he can do the job,
and how he intends to accomplish it.

ROUGH
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Only In America

Strikes. In Public Sector

UNCF

What
ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCEMENT . . . The
engagement of Miss Mary
Ann Chaney to Herman McNeil of Louisville, Kentucky
is made by her mother, Mrs.
nettle Lee Chaney. The
couple will be married in a
Nuptial Mass Saturday Deceinber 30, by Rev. Theodore Wieser, OFM, at St.
Thomas Catholic Church.
The bride-elect also the
daughter of Tommy Chaney

of Flint, Michigan, is a
graduate of Father Bertrand
High School. She received
her Bachelor of Arts Degree
from Le Moyne College and
Is now a teacher with the
Louisville City Board of
Education. Mr. McNeil is a
graduate of Manassas A & I
State University. He is an
Investigator for the U.S. Department of Labor in Louisville.

they do
together
is a crime
SHIRLEY

MacLAINE
MICHAEL

CAINE
"GAMBIT"
TECHNICOLOne

A Unreal Alin

Missing Heirs
Being Sought

Joyousli°
sk•

Gary

BUY U.S.
BONDS

• N.ew:Year
0.

1968

•

May this coming year
bring peace and happiness to alt...

Some financial institutions withhold earned
dividends or interest on morey you withdraw
from your savings account...

NOT
Here at First National your funds earn interest
dily,Sundays and holidays included,from time of
deposit to date of withdrawal. There's never an
terest penalty for taking money out. And there's
)interest waiting period, no matter what day of
tee month you put money in.
Once you gee how great First National's Everyday
Interest plan works, we think you'll agree, without
reservation that is, it's the only way to go.
Honest Wm!

SM

:

•:

7..

t

UNION PROTECTIVE LIFE
INSURANCE CO.

FIRST
NATIONAL
BANK
NOM 1100101001 /1110100.01/11.1111101/100011111180.0010111
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Around UN,Africa
And The World

Page

THE WORLD TODAY
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
THE U.S. HIGHWAYS WERE JAMMED

with

By Marguerite Cartwright General's report
was a "mini motorists returning from holiday weekend trips and
GERMANY
report" which, "unlike a mini slickened by snow
or ice in 32 states. The traffic toll
The appearance of an ela- skirt, tended to conceal the
soared.
horate new mosque with a vital statistics." The Sudanese
100-foot mineret in a suburb member observed that, whereA spokesman for the National Safety Council,
of Munich will come as a as he agreed with the Advisory
noting
that Americans were dying on the highways
surprise to many visitors. This Committee's
r e co m menda- at a rate
of more than eight per hour, said the final
overwhelmingly Catholic Bavarian part of the country tions, although brief, the re- toll probably would be at or near
700.
seems to have become the port did not satisfy the reThe safety council estimated in advance of the
Islamic center of Germany. quirements of a "mini"
In this former Nazi strong- that it be long enough to holiday period that from 626 to 725 persons would
hold there are now 37,000 cover
the substance but short die in traffic accidents during the 78-hour holiday
Moslem workers and 2,500
period, which began at 6 p.m. Friday.
students. A majority of the enough to be interesting.
latter are on government UNITED NATIONS
scholarships.
During October-November a
HOLLYWOOD, U.S.A.
number of distinguished visiWASHINGTON — The increases in U.S. doBy die time this appears,
turned
up
the
tors
U.N.
at
mestic
rates that go into effect Jan. 7 will also apthe movie which occasioned
this interview with starlet Among them was Ghana's ply to most mail for Canada
and Mexico.
Katherine Houghton, will al- Lt. General Joseph A. Ankrah,
Postal
realy have premiered. Niece chairmen of the
rates
for mail to the two countries are
National
of Katherine Hepburn, after
governed by a long-standing reciprocal rate policy,
Liberation
Council
(the
nawhom she was happily named,
.0416
,
she also bears a strong re- ti°11's t°1:' man). Inridentally, Postmaster General Lawrence F. O'Brien announced.
semblance to her famous aunt. I was particularly hopeful
Under the new rate schedule, first class mail
On belng selected to play the for Ghana when I learned
female lead in the late Spencer
will
go
from five to six cents an ounce, cards from
that he asked that the elaboTracy's last picture, "Guess
rate ball, arranged for him four to five cents, and air mail from eight to ten
Who's Coming to Dinner,"
so soon after the affair mark- cents.
she apparently had no hesitaing
their independence, be
tion about taking the part in
this social comedy with an called off. This was done on
*
interracial them e. Sidney orders of the economy-minded
BASKET FOR THE NEEDY
General oa learning of its
Poitier is also starred.
food to needy families this
Stanback, Ann
Stanbaek,
ric Chatman. Not shown are
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. — To some 600 persons — As a result of sup-port
cost.
year, a project it began
Linda
Harper,
Barbara
Johnnie Harris, Richard
The 5 7-year-old
Hepburn CAMEROON
given
it,
the
Loydes
in
this
and
north Florida City, Christmas 1967 meant
when it organized by teenGentry, Elijah Hewitt, Mary
Washingto
nand Norman
seemed
to
have
changed
Ladyes Charity
club is
agers in 1964. From left
London, William Harper,
Chatman.
little. "I'm getting nicer in Another guest from Africa flight from their homes and Christmas carols sung giving toys and
baskets of
are
Johnny
Marper,
Alice
Mrs. Vera Hewitt and Cedmy old age," she proclaimed was Ahmadou Ahieljo, presi- while huddled in a high school gymnasi
um.
at one point. "Most people
become grumpy . . .'' As dent of Cameroon. The FrenchBut life returned to normal Tuesday for the 600 line to qualify for the primary ballot.
!authorizing children to seek damages in such cases
to acting: "I've always been speaking, youngish chief of
state seemed to have lost
•
absolutely
sure of
what's some
men,
women
referrred only to legitimate children.
and
children
who
were
evacuate
d
from
of the boyish look be
right and what's wrong." Of
WASHIN
GTON
—
Christia
A
•
had
n
when
church
last
their
I
homes
met
him
at
and
during
a
the
pre-dawn
hours
•
Christmas
her late friend, Tracy: "As
Overseas
Press
Jewish
Club when firemen discover
religious
organiza
an actor, he was the best the
tion
have
jointly
asked
KALAMA
the
ed
ZOO,
chlorine seeping from a
Mich. — More than 30 black and
I've ever seen . . . He was three years ago.
Supreme Court to rule that discrimination against white demon.trators marched
fire-ravaged chemical plant.
in front of the home
as simple and unadorned as a SINGAPORE
children born out of wedlock is unconstitutional. of the Episcopal bishop
•
•
•
baked potato. He had no A* Asian visitor to the
western
of
Michigan ChristU.N.
The American Jewish Congress and the Episco- mas morning to protest the dismissa
mannerisms, never got in his was Lee Kuan Yee, Prime
SAN FRANCISCO — State officials believe
l of a priest, alown way, had great emotional Minister of Singapore.
pal church of the U.S.A. contended in a friend-of-the- legedly because he
When
took
part
in
civil
rights activities.
balance."
last I was in that part of the former Alabama Gov. George C. Wallace has a "50- court
brief
that
discrimin
ation
because
of
illegitiThe
Rt.
Rev.
Charles
world,
many were still laugh- 50 chance"
E. Bennison, Episcopal
At one point she told of
of getting on California's presidential macy is as illegal as discrimination
because of color Bishop of the Diocese of Western Michigan, met and
having a tooth pulled sans ing over the attempts of
primary ballot in June as a third-party candidate. or religion.
novacaine. - "A little pain U.S. officials to bribe their
talked with the demonstrators who marched in the
H. P. (Pat) Sullivan, assistant Secretary of
builds character," she ex- chief minister, who thereupon
The
brief
referred
to
a
Louisian
a State Su- snow. They were protesting the removal of the Rev.
made public the whole sorry
plained.
weekend Wallace's preme Court decision which denied five
incident. In Thailand I was State, announced during the
illegitimate Canon Nicholas Holt from his post as Vicar of the
In the U.N. Fifth Commit- told "we were ver yintereste American Independ
d
ent party had registered 43,242 black children the right to seek damages
tee (Administration and Bud- in the affair; good
for al- Cathedral Church of Christ the King, yet to be built,
to know
get), the British delegate re- exactly what is the going members in California's 10 largest counties. He leged wrongful death of their mother.
and as director of the department of social relaneeds 66,058 registrations before the Jan. 2 deadmarked that the Secretary- rate, you know."
The Louisiana court decided that

the state law tions of the church.

Re University of Tennessee
•

11
SITY
TENN ESSEE

DOWNTOWN
MEMPHIS .CENTER

DIVISION OF UNIVERSITY EXTENSION
EVENING CLASSES
AT
MELROSE HIGH SCHOOL
"I know of no more encouraging
fact than the aaquestionable ability
of Ma to elevate bit life by cottseioes el:dearer"
— Thome

COURSE AND NUMBER

MONDAY

ACCOUNTING 2110
6-00 000
BUSINESS LAW 4110
ECONOMICS 2110
ENGLISH 1110......6s45-&IS
HISTORY 1210
MATHEMATICS 1110
6e1.5
PSYCHOLOGY 2110
640-MO
REAL ESTATE 4610.
6:4S -954
ALGEBRA REFRESHER
B4GLISH REFRESHER....

THURSDAY
6:00 -9:00
4c15 - 9:15
1045 - 8:15
600-

'Fell these employment need not deprive men and women of
university
training; rather it con provide the incentive and the means to.
obtain it."
In keeping with this thought, classes are scheduled at convenient times
for

duo wogiciog whit.

640 112011 -9dIDA

REGISTRATION
Registrcrtion for Winter quarter, 1968, will
be held January 4 from 5:00 p.m. to 801
p.m. at Melrose Gyemesium.

The University of Tennessee
Downtown Memphis Center

525-7258

127 lia11•••—neuipkie, Testuelleee
•11•Ab..

WHEN CLASSES
BEGIN
Classes begin the week of January 8
continue for 10 weeks —

an

527-6641 Station 343
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DIIFINDER

BUY U.S. SAVINGS

Keep Your
Family The

KRESS

Right Size
By LEONTYNE BUNT

6ifis Foi New Yenrs

period, previdDear Mrs. Hunt:
rneristruatine
a tampon to
and
wears
forty
she
tag
approaching
I am
beginning to fear the coming prevent the water from becommenopause. This is because L ing contaminated.
have never had children and Swimming or bathing in very
have heard that in a case like cold water may stop the flow
mine, you have to expect a lot temporarily, but pools in
more suffering than if you did schools are usually heated.
have children. Please tell me
In your mother's day, it is
If this is true.
'true that the popular notion
was that it would actually be
Dear R.:
harmful to a girl to bathe
No, it is not. Normally no
or go swimming, but this is
woman should suffer any more
no longer the case. The normal,
at change of life than at puberhealthy girl should suffer no
ty (When menstrual periods ill effects from swimming, no
first began). There may be matter what time of the month.
some mild discomfort because it is, and any girl who does
your body needs to make ad- should see a doctor.

WATCHES

justments when the ovaries
And please, Cassie, don't
stop functioning (producing ova refer to the menstrual period
or eggs). But any persisting as being 'sick." This is another old-fashioned term no
Ruble
Mrs.
parents;
of
Pestina
Foster
Father
Godparents
10.
December
DAUGHTER
PREMIER'S
discomfort, pain or excessive longer used.
Lyndea
Honorable
the
tins,
Parish;
glican
n
A
Holy
and
are Sidney Poitier
CHRISTENED — Monique
nervousness should be report0. Pindling and Mr. Poi
•
*
•
Mrs. Poitier holding MoniMrs. Poitier who flew to
Margurite, fourth child of
ed to your doctor, who can
Photo)
tier. (Bahamas News
M r s . Marguerite
que;
the Bahamas from New
Bahamas Premier Lynden
Poitier,
'prescribe something to relieve Dear Leontyne Hunt:
pindling, G i na
Nork for the ceremony.
0. Pindling and Mrs. PlodWhen you have a coil in
daughter of t h e godFrom left are the Rev.
these symptoms.
hug, was christened on
you, bow often does it have
Here is as good a place as to be changed? The doctor
any for me to repeat once did not tell me.
MRS. G.
again that every woman, after
a d ulthood, should
reaching
have a physical exam once Dear Mrs G.:
gan to snow. A voice inside As the pilot came through
check-up The coil can remain in the
This
year.
each
By LEN AMILIS GOLIGHTLY me said. "This snow with each he shook his head and said.,
should include a breast exami- uterus indefinitely. It does not
flake that is falling is writing ."We cannot land here." I Wayne County's new fiscal nation and a Pap smear test, need to be changed at all.
As I watched shoppers shop
a message to the people of thought about the atom bomb year began on Dec. 1 with a which is simple and absolute- However.
r e m ember—every
for Christmas I felt like a
Avenue
ichigan
have a pelvic
Chicago."M
should
woman
detect
posiuany
to
painless,
iy
body
a
of
taxpayers.
ghost in a shadow
that destroyed Hiroshima. The cheerful note for the
big
the
with
a Pap smear,
beautiful
was
including
exam,
Cancer
cancer.
beginning
ble
County property tax bills be.
that was made of flesh. For
Christmas tree in Grant Park, pilot told his Co-pilot, "This
year.
mailed to approximately found this 'way, before any every
ing
I had a premonition about the!
!with all the lights.
• • •
We landed in Milwaukee, 750,000 property owners in the obvious symptoms occur, can
last Christmas.
I ar ived with my Christmas
be cured.
%Is as the plane came down, county reflect a tax cut,
I went into the inaternityipackages wrapped so beauti- the stewardess, pilot and co- The county tax rate has been planned parenthood has leaf. Dear Mr. Hunt:
ward where expectant mothers,fully, the snow still falling so pilot could not speak for many , cut from
$7.747 Per $L" °f lets available, telling about I live in Evanston. Is there
were shopping for their unborn;`
traffic must be a bad dream, for equalized valuation to S7.07. cancer of the womb and cancer a Planned Parenthood Center
blinding
was
it
that
fast
I went into every department
icago, u we canor the far north side, or would
do is is
eof the breast and explaining
in a loop store; to the toy and the people. All I could
looked The 67 7 cent decreas
W
I have to go all the way
tldh
guarded
be
can
section watching happy excitediwas pray that my premonition down over the cityg the Wrig- a tax savings of about $3.40 how both kinds
.
downtown?
•
against. Write to me i you
toys. was only a bad dream. The
children selecting their
MRS. T.C.
Icy Building and the other sky- on property with a market would like some sent to you.
It seemed like there w as a next morning when I awoke, scrappers looked like a snow value of $10,000.
Dear Mrs. C.:
*
viel over my face,
•
•
You need go only as far as
, I looked out on the back yard covered mold. Yes, it was The decrease results from
Evanston Health Departnot be. completion of on $82-million
could
you
the
but
Chicago,
The veil was over my face,!to see if the trees were still
ment Building, at 1806 Maple
this could be true. We capital improvements program Dear Mr. Hunt:
lieve
but I could see a hand that'there. Thank God, they were
mind getting ave. right in Evanston. Plancircled over the city at least in 12 years, three years ahead I hope you don't
was writing on the wall that still there, covered with ice,
-old girl. ned Parenthood is there every
12-year
a
from
letter
a
of
schedule,
nothwas
there
but
times,
four
this was the last Christmas.
I have
and
girlfriends
Some
and
ay evening from 5 to 7,
ing below but white ice
Thursday
s and snow.
Busy shoppers were coming!icicle
going to sell supplies. However, the
about
. talking
,,
Prudential Build- In 1954 the voters approved
The
your
snow.
and going in their usual ways. On the third night the same '
a 1c-rear
special levy
- of 75 swimming when you have
doctor is there only the FIRST
ing looked like a snow ball.
Christmas'
trees,
Christmas
of
per
$1,000
cents
equalized
month.
period. One girl who goes to Thursday of every
mercy,"
Christlast
the
have
of
God
''0
'premonon
cried,
I
carols and as per usual Santa
valuation forthe building pro- ihnigth
0ll says the girls ao
the first
esscchh000
h
for
over
going
circled
are
plane
you
big
the
time
This
as
again.
came
Claus was on State Street mas
e full 75 cents was
gram.
pool for swimming If
time. be sure to go when the
city that had been destroy- ,
dressed in red, ringing his I was on a plane coming from this
are doctor can see you and prelevied
11
Only
years.
for
only
they
whether
s
"
ckn
iso
s
s
,
e
I
,
snow.
by
ed
Chicago.
destination
Kentucky.
bell of cheer, for Christmas
- 67.7 cents was needed last
or not. But most of us scribe for you.
was near. This feeling I cannot
• • •
year for d
service on the have been told by our mothers
explain!
to finance the pro' never to go in swimming at
bonds us
ra
'
that time of the month. What
To go back to the Bible
(If you have a question on
is the right thing to do about family
when
planning, sex educaand the biblical days
Buildings constructed under
this?
related matters, you
the world was destroyed by
or
CAssIE ton
g
water. In this turmoiled world
j bed Wayne County General
may write Mrs. Hunt at Planof unrest and war we think
Hospital; the Wayne County Dear Cassie:
ned Parenthood, 185 N. Wabash
Chicago, Ill. 60801.
of the atomic ag we are livto
accombuilt
Home,
Avenue,
Youth
doctors,
m o at
Nowadays
ing in. the sound of traffic and
modate 180 boys and 80 girls; health teachers and physical She will answer you by perthe voices of people, like a
the Jail annex, which increased education teachers agree that sonal letter or in the column.
A group of teenagers orchatter of a busy city. Chicago; ganized a club, in 1964 with
capacity from 770 to 1,124 pris— . perfectly all right for a Real names are never used in
. Is
the second largest city in the a charitable purpose in mind Recently
Road oners: the Wayne County Fed- It
Alcy
the
g71 to go swimming during her the column.)
United States, not destroyed and named it the I.,oydes and Homeowners, shocked
many'erated Library System headby a bomb as so many fear. Ladies Charity club, and each Memphians, when they ap- quarters; and the D. J.
but by the beauty that we
year at Christmas they help pealed to President Johnson Healy Home for neglected chilwait for each year, snow, for
for an investigation into the dren.
needy families.
a white Chris:mas was the
controversial rent supplement
By redeeming the bonds
weather bomb that blanketed The young people wanted apartment development,
early, the county saved nearly
to prove that teenagers were
the city with snow.
useful, and in order to raise This was the second appeal $600,000 in interest, county 01.
I walked from State st. over funds to buy food baskets
asking the President to in- tides estimate.
In Michigan ave. on a Thurs- they
gave
splash
parties vestigate the
project. The
day evening and as I was wait- and sold plate lunches.
filed on Nowas
appeal
first
bus
it
be-! As a result of the backing
ing for a southside
vember 1, and was latter
given them by the citizens referred to the United States
of Orange Mound. the club Department of Housing and
is giving away more baskets Urban Development.
and toys than ever before.
When the club was organized, The group will bring a zonmost of its members were ing petition before the planHigh,ning commission, Jan. 5. The
at
Melrose
The City Ushers Association students
vill present a program at the school. Some of them are now'cost of the project is three
Statelmillion dollars. This project
at
Memphis
Greater Mt. Mortah Baptist !seniors
twill be the first of its kind
church at 1098 S. Wellington university now.
at., on Sunday. Dec. 31, at ' The
are
officers
Elijah iin Memphis.
3 p.m. All members are askedlliewitt, president; Mary Lou- I
to be present,
don, secretary; Ann Stan.'
assistant secretary; Riback,
The guest speaker for the
Washington, treasurer;
chard
program will be Rev. Calvin
G e n try, assistant
Barbara
Castaija
Mims, pastor of the
Harris,
treasurer; Jo hnnie
Baptist church.
m a n ager; Cedric
Ibusiness
Charlie Walton is president Chatman, chaplain. and Alice
Stanback, parliamentarian.
of the association.

Premonition Of The ast Christmas

Taxpayers

Get Break

The look is big,
bold and colorful
when you buckle on
this wild, wonderful
watch that's all snap,
crackle, and pop! Swinging
styles and "pfoi.- patterns
combine to make this the biggest, timeliest news of the trollIon season. Fashionable faces and
bold bends that are more than an
inch wide, with show-oR buckles.
'These up-to-the minute watches
feature Swiss precision move'
merits are electronically timed
and are anti magnetic. Choose
from Roman or Arabic numerals,
a super selection of bands in
bright or dark vinyl pater:, imitation jungle leopard, real looking suede.

(mar
6 Transistor

Radio
$399

sprool'

Pocket size lightweight goes
right along with you to football games, on camping
trips, around the house!
Some gift!

Conveniently Yours At Kress

1I KRESS

Club s Project 'Homeowners
Is Hel in
Appeal T B
Needy Families
On Apartments

VARIETY FAIR
MON. & THURS. 9:30 til 9:00
TUES., WED., FRI., SAT. 9:30 til 5:30

9 NO. MAIN STREET

HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS
are your very best buy in Memphis!

PATRONIZE

City Usher

listed n Memph;s by kil•rephians
. . . rushed daily to your bis
Hogue & Knott suptirmarlaf for
ys. maximum freshness.

•

TRI-STATE

4
4
-:

DEFENDER

OPPORTUNITY
for
WOMEN

NILS PRESSING?

525-8551
Not a loan Company
No Co-Signers or Security Needed
KEEP A GOOD CREDIT R4TING.
PAT AS LOW AS
W TON OWE
$15
SIAN
$25
MOOS
135
$3,111
NO 01ILIGA1ION

AMERICAN BUDGET
COUNSELORS
2902-100 NO MAIN BLDG

Free Parking

To enjoy her earnings in a
reer as a Medical Receptionist

pleasant, dignified caor Dental Receptionist
through our modern Home Study Program, write for Free
details to: National Training Institute, Box 4761, Memphis, Tenn 38104.

ADDRESS

L

FLEPHONE

4b4111P
441t

BUNS

"

8 to 23c
pkg.
Hogue & Knott
Big I1
24b. Sandwich Loaf
/

BREAD
25c
BROWN''N SERVE ROLLS

14-01.
Loaf
Hogue I Knott
12 to Package

15c
25c

HOGUE & KNOTT

NAME

C:TY

Hogue & Knott
Hambnrger
or Hot Dog

,

STATE

1378 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARK
'3384 N.- THOMAS
1578 LAMAR

4321 SUMMER
973 SO. THIRD
3362 SUMMER
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TSU ENGLISH TEACHERS
— In an effort to reduce
the teaching loads of English teachers at Tennessee
A&I State university in
Nashville, six persons have

been added to the faculty.
From left, teachers and
schools from which they
graduated, are Samuel J.
Harper, Atlanta, Atlanta
University; Miss Dorothy

DEFENDER

M. Perkins, Nashville, Tennessee State; Miss June
Crawford, Bogalusa, La.,
George Peabody college;
Miss Hazel Cothran, Nashville, Tennessee State and

Fisk Universities; Miss Aso.
lean, Springfield, BroviaLF
ville, Tennessee State, and
Miss Mamie Hughes, Norfolk, Va., Columbia university.

'BUREAU SENT OUT TELEGRAM'

Page 5

PLAYERS STAGE COMEDY — For its first 1967-68
production, the Tennessee
State Players Guild presented the Kaufman and
Hart comedy, "You Can't
Take It With You." Cast
members, s e ated from

left, are David Donne!,
Nashville; Alma Howard,
Gulfport,
Miss.;
George
T. BPtes, Anniston, Ala.;
Martha Watson, Los Angeles, holder of world's second place broad jump title;
Henry Saulter, Fort Pierce,

Fla., and ()di Hoover, Nashville; Standing are Sandrell
Rivers, Miami, left, and
Stephen Bonner, Franklin,
Tenn. The play was seen by
capacity audiences during
its three-night run. Presented by the Speech and

Drama department, it was
directed by Miss Betty Van
Buren, assistalt professor;
produced by Dr. Thomas
E. Poag, hei,d of the department, with William D.
Cox, associate professor as
technical director.

SON KILLED IN DETROIT RIOT

Distraught Father Gives Up After 16 Hour Rampage

FBI Knew Of Kennedy
Death Plot: Garrison

DETROIT — Eugene Ector, 60, the distraught father of a 20-year-old son who was shot
to death by a private watchman as the latter
walked past a supermarket 'during the second
day of last summer's Detroit riots, was under
observation in a hospital here this week.

just before dusk after the shoot- he agreed to permit the daught- degrees above freezing kept
ing began, sealed off the area er and Ector's son, Walter, 29, morbid spectators to a miniand ordered neighbors to turn
to enter the house without po- mum although police had disoff the lights on their cars lice.
persed a crowd of more than
while they waited and tried
100 persons shortly after the
to talk to Ector via bull-horns.' A few hours after midnight, shooting began and Ector had
He had refused to answer the some time later, his other locked himself in.
NEW ORLEANS — (UPI) — public,!family is not aware of the real
telephone,
,daughter and a daughter-in-law
Dist. Atty. Jim Garrison said — That "the indications are conspiracy to kill the President
E c t or's daughter, also were permitted to enter.
Tuesday that the Federal Bu. very strong that Oswald was in 1963 because they have had He had apparently cracked where he had completed the When
reau of Investigation put out informing the FBI that an as- to depend on Johnson and under the strain of the coming midnight shift and had not Helene, in her 20's was brought
The district in which the Ecmurder case against the watch- slept. Police said he had been to the scene she pleaded:
a message in November 1963 sassination was contemplated."IHoover for the facts.
Aors live is quiet residential
warning that an attem pt — That Edgar Eugene Brad- 1 The District Attorney said he man during a domestic argu-I drinking heavily and had taken „
y. I'm here because , with a predominance of Negro
would be made on President ley of Los Angeles, charged did not think the news con- ment with his alleged common- some sort of medication. Doors
we
love
you. A few minutes
law
wife,
Mrs.
flicks,
guidelines
37,
last
ference
violated
the
to
the
home
week
with
were
tightly seJohn F. Kennedy's life during by Garrison last
homes. it did not share the
conspiring to assassinate Ken- set by Dist. Judge Edward week and had begun firing a cured from the inside by a after that a neighbor got Ector brunt of the Detroit riot.
the Dallas visit.
Garrison said the wire mes- nedy, once started a Hoover Haggerty Jr. for participant, Luger pistol and an M-i rifle triple set of locks on the inside on the telephone and after talksage to agents went as high for President movement in in the Clay L. Shaw assassina- sporadically into the halls and including padlocks and Ector ing with his daughter, Helene, Temperatures one or twoi
tion conspiracy trial, now set ceiling of his home in the for- had the keys before the domesup as FBI Director J. Edgar California.
mer riot area while holding tic argument between him and
next February.
government
for
—
"The
federal
Hoover and specified the date
of the assassination attempt is protecting the a ss a s sins Garrison said he was not some 10 members of his family Mrs. Hicks erupted.
saying anything about Shaw's hostage in the house for 16
every day."
as Nov. 22.
YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF
"It was a personal misunder
persons
parguilt or innocence and added hours.
In spite of this, Garrison — At least 15
standing," Mrs. Hicks said
said, Kennedy was %Rowed to ticipated in the conspiracy to that "Judge Hanerty does not
Although during the entire afterward as she accompanied
To see radillaC
ride in an open car during kill Kennedy, including some run the District Attorney's of- 16 hours he repeatedly refused Ector and the minister to the
his Dallas visit. The District members of the ''extreme, ex- fice."
hospital.
"It
got
a
little
out
of
police entreaties that he emerg
Attorney declined to elaborate treme right wing."
hand," she added.
from the house and give himon how he could confirm the — Communists were not inself up to arrest, finally he Although Mrs. Hicks, her
volved in the assassination.
FBI message.
came out on the porch about pregnant daughter, Joanne, 20;
In a rambling news confer- "It just didn't happen that
It's as easy to own a
dawn to confer with his pastor, a son. William, 16, a deaf mute;
ence concerning his year-old way," Garrison added.
the
Rev.
Alfonzo Campbell of
probe of the assassination, Gar- The District Attorney, apthe Ethiopian Orthodox Temple another daughter. Bridgette, 5;
As any other car on the market ...
rison also said:
peared at the news conference
and was immediately seized by and Joanne's son, Rodney, 2;
— President Johnson "knows to help publicize a Ramparts
were all in the locked house
We appreciate your Business at
police.
very well that Lee Oswald did magazine story on the assasat the time Ector began firing
sination by former FBI agent
not pull the trigger."
Chief Inspector Thomas Tur- his two guns into the walls and
— There is a danger that William Turne r. He said
kaly of the Detroit Police De- ceilings, Mrs. Hicks said that
secret files about the assas- "every word in Ramparts is
partment, who commanded the Ector really had never threatsination may be changed be- accurately stated."
police who had stood by out- ened any of them.
fore they are released to the' Garrison said- the Kennedy
side the home during the long
16-hour siege armed with rifles Police said that Ector kept
and tear-gas guns, said they firing the shots to emphasize
had not decided whether any that he meant business.
charges would be filed against Ector's three grown children
Ector, an auto factory worker. and a daughter-in-law, who
MidisetMrs&Gahm Seles Flat Transmitter
"We want to see how sick were permitted by him to
IN MARINE CORPS —
he is," said Chief Police In- enter the house several hours
Lorenza
Private
Marine
spector Turkaly as the Rev. after the siege began, but long
Williams, son of Mrs. L. E. Campbell explained: "Ector is before Ector emerged with the l
minister, said also that any of
Watts of 1415 Fairview st.,
just a little depressed."
the persons in the house could
Memphis, has completed
Police
said
Ector came have left at any time.
two weeks of training under
home from his job as a stemMore than 100-police sumsimulated combat conditions
fitter at the Ford Motor Co. moned to the locked home
in the fundamentals of day
and night patroling, employment of infantry weapons,
survival methods and assault tactics at Camp LeJenne, N.C. He is now in
advanced training.

BUY U.S.
BONDS
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elegance in action

MADISON CADILLAC

2 LOCATIONS
341 UNION AVE.
2577 POPLAR AVE.

526-8207
327-8451

VI Standard of the-World
ZEE

What's New?
A new line of electrical outlets, switches and plates Is
styled to harmonize with modern architecture. All units are
built to a module that permits
the same plate to house either
a switch or an outlet. The 69
items in all come in brown,
ivory, white and gray plastic.
Plates also are available in
stainless steel.

Be For Real; Have
A Warm Heart
International
Harvester
Company

Telephone service
has been taken
for granted
for over 90 years.
And that's
the way it should be.

Just about the nicest thing No cot
say about telephone service it
that you don't give it a ssoind
thought. Every effort has been
made to make service consistently
good. And reliable. You see,
telephone service should be taken
fr r granted.
What else that costs so little
gives you so much value?

Southern Bell

Memphis Work
Needs an

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEER
Please contact Employment
Office
3003 Harvester Lone
357.5319
A " F'Wed

Opportun,ty Employer
— Ft

1

CONTINENTAL
FOR
EVERYTHING
PHOTOGRAPHIC
WEDDINGS
PARTIES
CLUBS
PHONE

COUPE DE VILLE

IN MOTORING PLEASURE

DE VILLE CONVERTIBLE

AND OWNER LOYALTY

526-8397
for appointment
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WASHINGTON — The District's Commissimer•Mayor Wal.
ter E. Washington has been a newspaperman's dream since
assuming the command of the District government six weeks
age. He has been getting plenty of publicity and has been do.
lag everything to get an image of an aggressive leader. His
latest Involvement was the settlement of a threatened teacher's
strike. Called by the White House to get the Board of Education into action, Washington went to work on a problem over
which he had no jurisdiction. With the school board reluctant
to call a ression, Washington rounded up a quorum of members and through gentle and persistent persuasion got them
to meet with the Teacher's Union officials and hammer out
a pact ity.rting a strike at the ninth hour. There is no question that the white House is more, than pleased at the activities
Of Mayor Washington. There are reports that he is headed for
bigger things in the Administration because uf his adroit leadership. Insiders are speculating that if Bob Weaver can't get
'things moving any better at HUD, Washington. a housing specialist, coold become his replacement. The inside talk is that
there may still be wounds from the strained relationship be.
tween LBJ and RHW going back to pre-HUD days.

National Advertising Representatives
AMALGAMATED PUBLISHERS, INC.
310 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N.Y.
Serving 1,000,000 Negroes in the Tri-State Area'

The Campus Revolts
marked distinction imposes itself campuses are fighting for a voice in the
on the character of the student revolts administration of their schools while at
in the white universities and those that the same time registering their protests
occur on the campuses of major Negro
against U. S. military commitments in
universities. The difference is not on
philosophical grounds but on primary : Vietnam.
objectives.
Whatever the cause or motivation,
At Howard University and at other the fact remains that the campus unNegro institutions of higher learning, rests are manifestations of a new spirit
the fight a about black power which a new sense of individual and collective
brings the studentr in direct conflict responsibility that pervades the collewith traditional administrative policies giate atmosphere these days. Those who
and traditions.
decry it are unaware of the dawning of I
White students in the big college a new day and of the exit of the old.

To Be Equal

Wallace Turned Down
Former Alabama Gov. George Wallace's scheduled appearance at Detroit's
Economic Club was canceled. Some influential club members — including several executives of automobile companies
— argued that an appearance by segregationist Wallace might well stir up
bitter reaction in the motor city, which
is still smoldering from last summer's
riots.
Mayor Jerry Cavanagh shared the

opinion that a visit by Wallace, who is
vulgar, violent, crude, and ungrammatical. would stir up emotions beyond control. .
The pint-size Alabama mountebank
who expects to run on a third-party
ticket for the Presidency, has been a
trouble-maker wherever he goes. And if
he continues to peddle his anti-Negro
sentiment in the North, he will stir up
race riots of immeasurable proportions.

The

Unfinished

Christmas

By WHITNEY M. YOUNG, JR.

Large Firms
Offer More
Benefits

DUST FROM TYPEWRITER KEYS Amertcan Airlines,
which enjoys a good image among the Negro traveler, has the
most Negro pilots. There are nine. United and Eastern have
several each while Pan-American is being nudged to hire more
Negro pilots by Negro fliers. A former member of the 99th
! Pursuit Squadron, retired from the Air Force, has been waging
this one-man crusade to get the airlines to employ more Brothers. Charle. Hall, the Negro flying ace of World War II, credited with I-Ring the first Negro to shoot down a German plane,
,is a member of the Federal A eronautics Association Maintenance Analysis Center Team in Oklahoma City. MAC analyzes
and predicts trends that affect avaition safety . . . Dick Hatcher, the mirmr-elect of Gary, hasn't helped his image by his
failing to keep scheduled appointments. He failed to keep an
announced engagement to attend the inaugural ball for Carl
B. Stokes in Cleveland and stood up the Sengstacke Publications seminar in D. C. recently. He has made all white sponsored programs, however . . The most shocking news in the
'District is the indictment for fraud of Dolphin Thompson, and
wife, the hublic relations consultant and one-time operator of
a news service.

Recently the Chicago Association of Commerce and
SCV1JP 'N SANDWICH TAWK: Daily columnist Bill RaspTo me. the symbol of this Christmas is the uncompleted Industry published a survey
jon the business practices of berry ha 3 gotten into hot water by his defense of white slumCathedrai church of St. John the Divine in New York City. 1685 representative firms with
lords at a time when the District of Columbia is cracking down
Construct on work on the church has been stopped by Episcopal 200,000 employees.
This was the first survey of on their practice of evicting tenants for complaining about
Bishop Horace W. B. Donegan. Scaffolding will circle the units type published by the the lack of heat in their aparttments. .. . Members of the
completed tower, remaining as a symbol of the anguish of the CACI and covered all forms
slums.
of benefit plans, working hours, Federal Establishment winced as the National Negro Busiholidays, overtime pay, on-the- ness Leagu,'s Berkeley Burrell told it "like It is" about the
The Cathedral, Boshop Donegan said, "shall be the prophet- job training and employment Small Business Administration's attitude toward Negro busiic symbol that out society is still a rough?hewn, ragged, broks turnover.
An interesting fact brought nessmen . . Tim Jenkins, once employed as a special as'en and incomplete as the building itself."
out by the report is that large sistant to former EEOC Commissioner Richard Graham Is
firms
offer more complete, now heading a group of poverty consultants called MATCH.
His eloquent words could not be more true. We celebrate
more expensive and more comChristmas and its message of love and brotherhood, but does plex fringe benefits than small The group writes proposals for poverty grants from both
our society really believe its message? The symbols, the words, or medium sized companies. federal and private sources. It's the only Brother group in
D. C. engaged in this business . . Ohio's congressional disThe civil rights crusade has no would have been lost.
the rites are thr2. but the meaning of peace and brotherhood On the whole office workers
have somewhat better benefit tricts were overturned by the U. S. Appeals Court through
more indefatigable advocate in the legHe never showed much concern for is not.
play coverage than plant work- the legal efforts of Atty. Louis Stokes, brother of the Cleveal realm than John Doer of the Justice his own personal safety. The determiers.
land Mason The districts so gerrymandered the Cleveland
Sure, th.s is a season of rejoicing and good cheer, but it
Approximately 95 per cent of area that the Negro vote was split four ways. So, when the
Department. He was in the forefront of nation to protect demonstrating Ne- should av-ai ee a time when men
look deep into their hearts and companies have group hospital
state legislature is called into special session to construct
the bitter struggle when the crisis was groes against the aroused passion of the examjne their true feelings and their actions. For
if the events plans for both office and plant
at its height. He was an active partici- segregationists caused him to forget his of the past Near proved anything, they showed that too many workers; 61 per cent cover both new boundaries for the congressional districts it is possible
groups with retirement plans. that one of the districts will be structured to enable the elecpant in the decade's civil rights enforce- identity. His overriding interest was to people haroor feelings of racism and bigotry.
Office workers lead in major tion of i Negro to Congress from Cleveland. That Negro
ment campaigns throughout the South, give justification and legal respectabilimedical insurance, group life, could be — Louis Stokes.
People who used to think they were unprejudiced now have paid sick leave and paid edunot only as a lawyer in court but an ob- ty to the crusade for fulfillment of Conto be more honest with themselves. It was easy for them when cation costs coverage. However
NOTES OFF A FRAYED CUFF: Ed Sylvester, who heads
.,erver and adviserr in the field.
stitutional guarantees.
plant workers have the edge
Often he was in the very center of
For his exemplary courage and de- the civil c ghts struggle was centered in the South. Who couldn't in Medicare supplements and the Office of Federal Contract Compliance, the agency that
the storm. When a group in Jackson, votion, President Johnson in June. 1964. support a fight against the racist actions of the Deep South retirement plans completely enforces the fair employment clause of federal contracts, has
moved his staff to the Labor Department headquarters. Prior
paid for by the company.
Miss., swarmed into the street prepared gave Doar the President's award for sheriffs.
The survey also reports that to that move, Sylvester has shuttled between the Labor
But now the battle has moved North, and it is about basic the 40-hour week has been Dept. and a building at 1800 G Str., N. W. to carry out his
to advenger the murder of integration the highest honor that can be bestowed
things
like housing and education and jobs. And these same trimmed down by many offices myarid of duties . .
Among those nearing retirement from
leader Medgar W. Evers, Doar appeared on a government employe.
but by only a few plants. Only
government
—
joining
aforementioned
Booker T. McGraw
1t
ho
people
themselves
thought
so
right-thinking,
suddenly 51 per cent of the companies
in the crowd and urged them to lay
We are sorry to hear that Doar is
at HUD and Jim -Evans at the Pentagon — is George Holland
have
a
work
week
of
40
panic
when
integration
hours
Negro
means a
family next door.
down their weapons. His counsel prevail- quitting the Justice Department to reor more for their office staffs at Veteran's Administration . . Dr. E. B. Henderson, who
ed.
turn to private lalw practice. His deThey couldn't. quite bring themselves to admit they were while 95 per cent of plant has written several books on the Negro in sports and who
He never hesitated to go where the parture leaves the department and the prejudiced so they used all sorts of excuses. They said Negroes operations are on this basis. is a retired physical education instructor, is residing in TusIt was found that offices kegee, Ala. He
yet owns valuablc property in Falls Church,
the batle was raging. But for his timely civil rights movement without a force- were getting too militant, or they got upset about slogans
like and plants almost universally Va.. a suburb of Wash. .
. . Off to Paris for a vacation and
tions might have developed into a dead- ful, fearlessl advocate of the cause for "Black Power." Finally, instead of seeing the riots as des- recognize the six traditional
to join his pretty French wife is USIA's Fletcher Martin, a
holidays
and
a
significant
numlyl combat in which hundreds of lives justice and equality.
perate explosions of anger at intolerable living conditions, they ber close on four
additional former Ch;cago and Louisville newsman . . . Bob Kitchen.
holidays: 25 per cent on Good ranking Negro employed in AID, is one of the top advisors
made riota their excuse for their prejudices.
Friday. 20 per cent on Christ- to Ambassador Goldberg at the U. N
I remember meeting the fellow recently who told me that he mas Eve and New Year's Eve
—
lost his sympathy for "my people" after the riots. I asked him and 14 per cent on Washington's Birthday.
what he did wheu we had his sympathy. "Did you employ Ne- Pay rates
for holiday work
gro workers? Did you help Negroes to move into your neigh- are higher in plants with 33
per cent of the companies
The most visible and meaningful Phillips attempted to build a coalition borhood? Did you do anything at all to help Negroes break paying time and a half
and 62 per cent paying double
lesson from the recent elections in the of Negro and moderate white votes into down the barriers of segregation?"
time or more. This compares
Deep South and in the North is that the victory.
When he. admitted that he didn't do any of these things. I with 49 per cent paying
office
Negro voter has become a power at the
told him that we really weren't going to miss his support. workers time and a half and
The
40
future
of
per cent paying double time
the state's whites and Nothing from nothing leaves nothing.
ballot box. Simultaneously with this deor more.
Negroes.
he
told
the
voters,
is
inextricvelopment is the growth of Republican
Like many other people, this fellow's response to the riots So far as major medical,
ably bound together for economic reasick leave,
strength in Southern politics.
has been honest. Now he can admit to disliking Negroes. He lization andretirement, hospitasons.
group life insurTherefore,
he
urged,
it
is
imOnly in two Deep Southern states
couldn't before, since everyone was hung up on lip-service to ance programs are concerned,
perative
that
Mississippi
Negroes
rethe best covered workers in
have Republicans fared badly: Louisiaintegration, but now he and others can be honest about it.
the Chicago area are the office
na and Mississippi. Elsewhere, the GOP ceive far more educational and job opThat's a positive sign. Hypocrisy leaves nothing to built on, staff of transportation and utiliIs on the rise. The long-range challenge portunities than they now have. He lost
ty companies.
but
hones;. confrontation does. If he and others like him had
to
a
segregationist and anti-administraWomen make up 49 per cent
to Southern Republicans is to convert
acted when they were "sympathetic," we might not have had of. the reporting companies'
tion
Democrat.
present anti-Democratic sentiment to
office staffs and 23 per cent
riots.
of their plant personnel. Large
strong pro-GOP following.
Though the margin of Republican
Rut now that he knows he doesn't like Negroes, he might firms employ a larger percentHowever, the ultimate success of victory in many local elections in the
age of women in both office
come
to iealize that like it or not, Negroes are here, and and
the Republican efforts to build strong Southern states is peripheral, it is conplant jobs than do small
and permanent party loyalties below the sistent and solid. The strategy is to es- their demands will have to be answered, and he just might have inrms.
I Summer jobs are surprisingMaxon and Dixon Line hinges on who tabiish - a base and englarge upon it by to do something constructive for a change.
ly more prevalent in small
woos and wins the growing back vote. gradual accretion of power.
A lot of phoniness has been stripped sway, bringing ugly and medium-sized offices and
plants than in large ones. By
In recent years the Negro vote has been
The most deRendable factor in that feelings of hate rnd bigotry to the surface. Negroes too, are staggering vacations,
large
heavily Democratic. The Goldwater evolving power growth is the black letting their historic resentmthnt and bitterness come out. But firms can avoid the need
to
candidacy and open hostility to civil vote. This is the base upon which must this is the time of year for people to examine their true feelings hire large numbers of summer
help
rights gave the Negro voter no otter rest Republican hope for building a and, when they fiad hate, to root it out.
More information on the
choice than to lean on the Democratic strong party in Dixie. But how to
Personnel Practices Survey will
Millions of Americans will mouth the words "peace on earth, be included in a later column.
Party where support for his cause was achieve this evolution, what step and
goodwill to all mankind." and they will bend their heads in Conies may be obtained tomade an integral part of the party's strategy must be used to bring it about
writing to the Research and
prayer for a more just world. But I hope they will also take
Statistics
Division.
platform.
Chicago
is a matter upon wihch the Republican
Oh, they're all former employees of Santo's
time to ocareone their actions, think that many will find that Association of Commerce and
toy
A more dramatic though typical ap- leadership must utillize its ablest minds
Shop. But somehow or other they heard about the
their moral state is as incomplete as the church in New York Industry. 30 West Monroe, Chipeal was put forth in the Mississippi to make sure the opportunity is not
cago, Illinois 604103. The charge
minimum wags law.
which stands as the living symbol that the work we must do to Is $15 per copy
for CACI memelection for governor. Republican Rubel fumbled right at the goal line.
achieve true democracy is unfinished.
bers and $30 to non-members

John Doar

Black Vote In Dixie
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1 IN SCHOOL FIGHT-

Our Girl In Washington Takes Us
Alabam a
Behind The Scenes At White House Finally
Beaten

crimmation."
For the first time in the
three-judge
lower
Appeals
Court decision by Judge Richare T. Rives, H. H. Grooms
and Frank M. Johnson Jr., all
of Alabama, the lower court
had required the state to carry
The Chicago after as a preacher and lectorBy ETHEL PAYNE
rug_
The candlelabras
out a model desegregation plan. NASHVILLE —
as'side, she had donned a coat stockings and of course yellow
invited eq, preached en •'Let Earth
Evening
Club
Sunday'
Prior to the decision, all dedescribed by Liz Carpenter and matching beanie hat of shoes. Over this concotion was,
Smith, Reeive her King." His social
Miller
Kelly
How many times,----in a
Rev
the
were at the back.
segregation orders had been
marine stripe red wool with a mink coat with a faint yellow
time, do you get to cover • A pair of
generally addressed to local, pastor of historic First Baptist concerns and dedication to the
Topiary trees, one goal walking pumps. Now, out cast. Caro! bussed Jack Valenti
White House wedding?
Church, Capitol Hill, to preach chose of responsible freedom
boards of education.
on either side were at the foot on the lawn whert we lined up who used to be the President's
This was my first; and
in Orchestra Hall, Chicago, last have won him an international
White
The owner Appeals 'Court!
following among young people.
Lynda Bird Johnson's marriage of the steps leading to the to await the arrival of the right hand man at the
altar. Three more were in guests, she looked like the House. She rolled her eyes at WASHINGTON — The State judges had said that Alabama wee
to Capt. Charles S. Robb was front
According to an announce- His activities include memberhope
of
legal
last
Alabama's
of
of each window at the generalissimo of the Toy Sol- the cameras and blew kisses,
officials by their "relentless opPresident Joseph 0. ship on the Board of Managers
the first in the White house north
end of the room. Two diers moving about with the typ- hugged Li Carpenter and dis- maintaining segregated schools, position . . . flouted every ment by
in 53 years.
Hanson, the service was tele- of the American Baptist FortutFourteenth
stood at the two end windows ed script and a tiny two-way appeared inside with everyone state-law-provided private
the
to make
11, wrrw, eign Missions Societies.
contention effort
So, do you think that I'd turn at the
mea ningful vised by Channel
Amendment a
south side of the room. radio over which she gave low wondering whether she was tion grants, add its
down the chance to be right Each
operation of schools reality to Negro school chil- and broadcast by radio station Recently he was elected to
the
that
tree had the small white commands to the task force going to take of the coat off
on the scene when history was
is purely a state and local
WIND. Guest choir for the the Board of Directors of the
lights as described in the inside the house.
and prostrate the more staid function under the constitu- dren in Alabama.
be.ing made? Not me!
service was from Sts. Peter and Family and Children's Service
by
intimation,
The ruling,
Christmas trees at the en- Two large portable butane wedding guests.
tion's states right section, was :
Russian Orthodox Ihere in
"Happy is the bride whom trance.
heaters helped to warm the Only the pool reporters were was handed its final rejection must be complied with by Paul
Nashville.
the sun shines on," so the say. A
John D. Sutko, direcchurch,
Union,
every
other
state
in
the
area. The streets were clear allowed to go in for the actual
rectangular
backdrop,
elelast:
Court
Supreme
by the U. S.
tog goes, and the weather co- gant
The 60-year old Chicago club
in its simpilicity, and and across the way, the Secret ceremony, so the rest of us week in a very brief order. r as is the case in all Supreme tor.
operated beautifully. It was
Court decisions such as last The Rev. Smith, much sought has a reputation for "great
made up of branches of fir Service had a crew with a crowded around the special
clear, a little chilly, but then
graced the wall of the altar. monitoring camera mounted closed circuit TV in the East The Supreme Court, with week's decision on "one-man, state's 99 local school boards preaching." It was founded to
It's December and most anyAgainst this was across of about on the portico of the Treasury Wing. The color was perfect Justice Marshall electing not one-vote" congressional reap- ot meet its standards. The three maintain a service of christian
thing could have happened. Our
two and a half feet. The four building. A few guards began and promptly at 4 p.m. the to participate and Justice portionment against Ohio and judge Appeals Court panel rul- inspiration and fellowship in the
the equal discussion ruling.
Instructions said to report to fireplaces in the
procession began. On camera, John M. Harlan and Potter Alabama
state's private tuition business center and to promote
East Room admitting the invited.
A t torney-General ed the
the East Wing of the White held
the moral and religious (nonunconstitutional.
center pieces of white In 45 minutes, probably $10 those Goya red dresses of Stewart dissenting, also uplaw
MasDonald Gallon had arHouse at 12:30 p.m. for a
sectarian)
welfare of Chicago.
"one-man,
previous
held
its
stunning.
were
roses, orchids and gardenias
the bridesmaids
The lower courts "model
briefing. I left home at 12:1.0, and frosted mistletoe. President billion and untold power passed
one-vote" decision by voiding gued, in Alagama's appeal to plan" not only allowed all Rev. Smith joined 28 other
a
rash
be
will
there
sure
I'm
through
those
gates
a
couple
hailed a cab and sat back to
the Supreme Court that the rulJohnson had jestingly described of Rockefellers, Mr. and Mrs. When the bride appeared on the the State of Ohio's 1.965 re-ass
school of , club speakers for the year inrelax for the six-minute ride,
ing destroyed the academic free- students to attend the
realigning
conportionment
law
was
there
father,
and cluding Dr. Richard Shaull, prothe East Room as the "poor Jay of West Virginia and arm of her
demanded
but
choice
their
dom of state and local officials.
when all of a siakien in the
man's chapel." Some poor uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Laurance a whistle even from the cool gressional districts. The court Gov. Lurleen Wallace, in showed how transportation and fessor of Ecumenics, Princeton
midst of my reverie I reached
again insisted that all U.S.
man, some chapel, I'd say!
of New York. with whom Mrs. members of the press who congressional districts must Alabama, after the decision, faculties must be integrated. Theological S e minary; Dr.
in my bag which can be likenRalph W. Sockman, 'minister
approval
Moving on down the Great Johnson has such a close think that to express
ed to the dark hold of a ship he as nearly equal as possible. called the Supreme Court's In a companion order on the emeritus, Christ Church, New
State Dining Room, friendship due to their mutual or admiration is a betrayal
Hall
to
the
Suthe
week,
same
day
last
latest ruling "a part of the
anything that reaches bottom
York City; Bishop Gerald Kenthis was cleared for a portion beautification
interests; the of professional cynicism. She In a third. decision handed master plan .. . to nationalize preme Court also rejected an
is like going down to Davy
and
statuesque
of the reception area. Two indestructible Perle Mesta in a was radiant and
appeal by the Bibb County, Ala. nedy of the Methodist Church,
the
same
day,
the
Sudown
our
schools.
Jones' locker • no trace of the circular drum tables in the
she must have been the love- preme Court also upheld its She added: "this is an unfor- Board of Education, ordering it Los Angeles; Bishop Autin
special credentials for the oc- center held the punch bowls chinchilla t r i mmed outfit; liest bride over the tread to
"fairness in broadcasting" doe- tunate decision since it takes also to abide by the model plan Pardue o f t he Episcopal
cabinet
members
and
their
casion, without which
you and their settings. There was
the altar in the White House. trice which says radio and from the state and the people for the state and to take part Church, Pittsburgh; - and Dr.
wives,
including
SecreHUD
couldn't even cross Pennsyl- a long buffet table on one side
tary and Mrs. Robert Weaver, Papa was poorer, but prouder television stations must air the right to operate its own in additional hearings of the Arthur R. McKay, resident,
vania Ave.
I Semiand to the right under an an- she in a gold brocade suit and for awhile, politics was both sides of controversial is- school system. But it is just lower courts which will pro- McCormick Theolo
The sympathetic driver turn- tique mirror brought to the
Chicago.
world
the
made
the
vide
instructions.
nary,
all
sues.
The
Court
a
because
part
of
the
forgotten
master
plan
dress;
glamorous movie star
ed around and we raced back'
ruling against the Red Lion being pushed and sponsored
Harry
loves lovers.
White House
while
to my apartment where I spent Truman was President by Merle Oberon and her wealthy
that Broadcasting Co. of Pennsyl- by the enemies of our Conmention
forgot
to
I
Mexican
husband
•
she
was
If
a precious 10-minutes tearing then Princess Elizabeth of
were Mr. vania vs. the Federal Come stitution to nationalize our
up the place only to find the England was set the silver certainly the most elegantly among the guests
munications Commission.
schools.
gowned, gold brocade and sable and Mrs. Samuel Wright, I
elusive pass on the towel shelf
and coffee service resting on from the crown of her head to just should have. She is Zephyr The broadcasting case had The court case is at least five
in the bathroom! By the time the magnificent marble-topped
years old and was started by
now is pretty previously been decided against Negro
I got back and cleared all the table with the golden eagle the flared hemline of her gold Wright who by
parents against Macon
Red
Lion
by
the
U.S.
Circuit
famous as the Johnson's longbrocade costume.
security checks, Liz Carpenter, legs.
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Court of Appeals for the Dis- County officials. They were
all
That's
cook.
personal
time
Then there were New York
Mrs. Johnson's press secredirected by the U.S. District
Columbia.
of
trict
Place Your Order Now
My
anymore.
A doorway led to the Jef- philanthropist and beautifier there weren't
tary and the director-producer
The Supreme Court in its Court to cease interfering with
so
pooped
I'm
and
ferson
Wing
and
on
the
rooftop
hurt
feet
For
Individuals And Groups
Mary Lasker in white ermine;
of Saturday's scenario, was
brief order aginst the State the desegregation plans of lo••••-s young Texans by the score and this is thirty.
leading the press corps over to over the swimming pool, this
of Alabama's dual schools 4s- cal school boards.
CALL,
WRITE or WIRE
the main part of the White had been transformed into a older Texans too, all friends of
tern and private tuition grants Later, in 1966, the U.S. Juscarrying
veritable
fairyland,
the bride and her parents;
House.
did exactly what the U.S. Jus- tice Department was allowed
CUSTOM
TAILORS
tice Department asked them. It to file additional papers as
There was a larger turnout out a Mexican Christmas motif top Marine brass; ballet imheated
under
a
hot
?ink
tent
prostariD,
Rebekkah
Harkless
merely refused to review the well as the NAACP protesting
for this event than anything
plastic windows. The in a stunning gentian blue
three-Federal judge order which the state's private tuition law.
since the 1965 inauguration, with
INC.
directs Alabama Gov. Lurleen This caused the original cornincluding 'some heavyweight emerald green rug was a per- outfit with black fur trimming;
and
it
had
been
fect
contrast
Wallace
a shout went up as Linda's
and other state officials plaining parties to ask for a
248 Vance Ave.
Washington's
JA 7-9320
names among
NEW YORK — (PC' — Indesegregation
inmale scribes who normally vacuumed until it had the ex-boy friend, Movie actor, donesian and Indian prints are to "take affirmative action to 'statewide
/Memphis,
Tennessee
leave society affairs to the burnished look of the precious George Hamilton bounded up drawing a lot of attention, disestablish all state-enforced junction and decree.
"YOJR Company Makes Whet Yin Ask For And
dames and I'll bet none of them stone. Hundreds of huge paper the steps and hurried in while says the American Printed or encouraged public school The three federal judge ApCreates Whet You Think or
could define soignee ( I looked Mexican flowers festooned the the cameramen were yelling, Fabrics Council. Partly the segregation and to eliminate peals Court panel agreed and
there
were
small
ceiling
and
means
effects
and
to
the
eliminate
submitted
a
plan
model
for
"Hey
Georgie,
this
way!"
Right
it up in the dictionary raga mystique, and just plain
well groomed) what in the cafe tables for four draped behind him were a trio of interest in what goes on in
^
world would Joe Garagiola be, with pink drop cloths scattered Fords. Mr. and Mrs. Henry those faraway places, has redoing here! Well, he was and about We were told by Mrs. Ford jr., and his daughter, suited in this fashion trend.
having a ball wisecracking, Mary Kaltman who coordinated Charlotte Niarchos. Christina Colorings are dark and vivid
W E RESERVE
that the Ford, as expected, was a show
d e corations
with the White House mainten-Ithe
every
are showing up on eve
and
the
in
honor
of
theme
was
TH
E RI GHT
sort
of
Santa
stopper in a
ance crew and telling everyone
type of fabric. Many of the
that he and Barbara Walters friendship between the United Claus outfit - white fur hat, clothes being made of these
were going to report on the States and Mexico and that the rich brown velvet cut mini prints are styled with Nehru
wedding for the 'Today Show. Mexican ambassador to the high and banded with more collars and tunic tops. One of
(Pardon me, while I review U.S. and his wife were among white fur and her long blonde the biggest areas is at-home
yes, the hair streaming down her back.
my notes) Here are some ex- theinvited guests. Oh
ebuffet It remained for Carol Chan- wear.
• Laurolwood Cont•r
• G•twell at B r re rr
cerpts from Liz' briefing: This sales o flowers on
You could start with some of
• National at Jackson
• Chelsea at Thomas
is the seventh wedding of a table were live, made up Of rang to panic the show, "She the CARMEL MYERS groomin
•
Quince
• North gate Shopping Ctr.
at
Sea
Isl.
presidential daughter in the carnations, red roses, snap never stops being Dolly Levy," aids such as a PACKETTE
*Macon at Wells Station
•Southland Mall
The
anemones.
,dragons
and
was one comment. Carol step. TRAVELER, a n d
White House. This is a very
contains
happy
White House. Mrs. chairs were gold, with spindle ped out of the car with he three half-ounce bottles of All.
Johnson remarked, "These are , ribbed backs and as the twilight husband and it was like sh Purpose Lotions - LONDON
my daughters • where in the settled in, the whole atmos- was wrapped in sunshine from—LYME, GAMIN and FOR.
world did the children vanish?"' phere would assume a rosy- her blonde hair down. That MALE. The three are housed
MEAT AND PROSave Del Farm cash register tapes
DUCE Palms
The President awakened at hued effect with stage lighting. outfit - well, it was something In an attractive see-through
0000 THRU
g a.m, and was disappointed After nearly an hour of else! yellow chiffon bloomers, box and make a wonderful
for
a
DEC. 30.
1%
refund
to
your
church
or
ALL OTHER PRICES
that grandson Lyn was still ' gawking and taking notes, I mid thigh with yellow knit traveling companion for Dad.
GOOD MIMI
guar
the
-overheard
one
of
'.
1
.•
—
favorite charity.
asleep and he couldn't try the
JAN, 2, 111111.
new suits on him which he had sy to the Chief of the White r
House detail, "Want me to
brought.
There were five or more start sweeping them out?"'
1
17r1
Well, they had been generous
hair dryers operating in the W
second floor family quarters in letting us get our fill of
and more heads were being the details, so we started
Our Customers Are The Most
to the press
rolled than there were in the I walking
Important
People In The World .
East
At
quarters
in
the
Wing.
French Revolution. Because ofj
Blanca
point,
Yuki
and
and:
load
of
lights
this
And
We
Try To Treat You That Way.
the extra
were appeared, all scrubbed and
cameras, etc., there
Come In And Try Our
power failures every six orl decked out for the occasion.
Red Carpet Service—
,
mongrel,
was
frisky
the
Yuki
for
Lunch
minutes.
eight
Open 7 A.M. til 12:00 Midnite
the bridal party would be serv- sporting a red coat with "coned in the third floor solarium. gratulations" stitched on it and
Lb.
Lynda's going-away dress was an LBJ pin. He had lost one of
an orange red suit dress of his four red socks. Blanca is
fabric wool. The two candelab- the beautiful white collie who
FOR NEW YEARS LUCK
FRESH GROUND
3-lb. Pkg. or more
ras on the altar were from is one of the President's dogs.
Carpenr..e.loubtable
Liz
The
the Biddle Collection and are
ter had coffee and consomme,
livs feet high.
Memphis
1015 So. Bellevue
Now for the decorations: As on hand to fortify the press.
the
chill
weather
outyou entered the foyer of the To face
Lb
White House, red was the —
color that sprang at you - a
deep glowing red in the carpeting which stretched across the
entrance and down the Great
Hall. Normally, for social occasions, the Marine Band
YELLOW CROCK NECK
sits to the right. Today, howWHITE OR RED
ALL PURPOSE
ever, this space was empty
and reserved for part of the
guests. On either side the standing room space was roped off
with wide loops of red satin
DRY
ribbon, punctuated with corsages of red carnations with
holly berry centers and these
2 Lb
were attached at the polished
that
held
the
stands
brass
Bag
loops.
Tall symmetrical Christmas
DEAN'S OR SEALTEST
trees were on either side of the
TOP TREAT BEVERAGES 7-UP or
door. They were decorated
with hundreds of tiny white
llgt..s, twinkling like little:
6-BV $
Ctn.
stars. Turning left, the same1
For information and reservations
Ctn.
color scheme and guest sir.,
of
rancement was on each side
Call 523 2521
TOP TASTE
TOP TASTE
the hall, In order to accommopersons,
invited
date, the 500
HOT DOG or HAMBURGER
there would be standing room
8-07.$
only, except for two yellow
8-Ct.
and gold brocaded cushioned
Pkg.
benches in the East Mom,
provided for elderly and infirm guests.
Inside the East Room, the
•
50-FltESN
scene changed to a predominant white theme • the guest
area was roped off with white
1000 550015
ribbon and white carnation
9-01.
corsages with holly berry cenTWIN -PACK
ters. A long white partition
With coupon and purchase of 15.00 iv more
es%as m.er to the rignt and from
chiding leer, Tobacco, Fresh Milk, Ice Cream
and
behind this would come Capleo
Milk, L.Rtit one coupon per customer. Coupon
tain Robb and his best man.
elipires January 2, 1968.
Four steps led up to the altar
and the whole was carpeted
In a deep piled oyster white

Sunday Evening Club
Hears Rev. K. M. Smith

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

Prints Become
More Exotic

BHS

NINE CONVENIENT
DEL FARM FOOD To !NIT
STORES

* * *

DEL FARM
FOOD STORES

McLemore at Neptune

artc..

RENVILLE- CITGO
Service Station

Mechanic On Duty
7:00 A.M. til 12:00 mfdnft.
942-9224

See Holiday Home Lighting Displays the
Modern Way
TWINICLELAND TOURS

Nightly Dec. 18-22 and Dec. 16-19
. Adults 1° Children 50t

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

FRESH PICNICS

29°

HOG'S HEAD„:19.0-1.HAMBURGER 49°
YOUNG AND
SNAP BEANS TENDER
190
SQUASH
Lb.1 9° POTATOES 20[8'39°
BLACKEYE
250
PEAS
iFT
K AYONNAISE °tar 59°
at. 650 COKES
3
EGG NOG
CHEESE
3
19
SLICES
BUNS
Pkg.

SO FRESH

POTATO
CHIPS

9-0z. TWIN PAK

MIK

DEL FARM)
POTATO CHIPS

lc
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Grace Bell, Kenneth
Cox Wed In Lexington
C. Tribble
Mr. and Mrs. Robert R. were Mrs. Henry
Jackson,
James
Mrs.
and
Young of Lexington Ky, anwore
nounce the marriage of her both of Lexington. They
of
that
to
identical
dresses
Bell,
Grace
daughter. Miss
carried
and
honor
of
maid
the
to Kenneth M. Cox, son of
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Cox, red poinsettias.
of Memphis
Sr. of 2719 Supreme Ave of Cleavern Cox
served his cousin as best
Memphis, Tennessee.
man. Guests were seated by
The marriage was solemiGeorge W. Cox of Memphis,
nized on Saturday, December
brother of the groom, And
Baptist
Evergreen
at
23,
Henry C. Tribble of Lexington.
church. Lexington, with the
A reception following the
Reverend G. M. Smith officiat- ceremony was held at the Iming. •
perial House Hotel in LexingThe bride, given in marton.
riage by her brother, Thomas The bride is a graduate
Davis, wore a short A-line
of Lexington Dunbar High
gown of delustered satin with
attended the University
School,
lace
alencon
appliques of
of Kentucky and is a graduate
roses around the neck, kabuki
of Good Samaritan Hospital
sleeves, and hemline. Her
Technology
Radi °logic
shoulder-length veil was of of
is presently emshe
where
layers of tulle with appliqued
Radiosotope
as the
ployed
lace rose trim. She carried a
of Technologist.
bouquet
crescent-shaped
The groom is a graduate
white carnations and cymbi,of Melrose High School in
dium orchids.
Memphis, and Memphis State
The honor attendant was
which he
from
University,
Miss Bettye Smith of Lexingreceived the B. S. degree in
ton. She wore a short olive
political science and the LL.B.
green A-line dress of delusterfrom its School of
degree
ed satin with short trumet
member of the Tensleeves, and carried white Law. A
Association, he is
Bar
nessee
poinsettias. Tht bridesmaids
presently employed as a senior
field representative with the
Kentucky C o in in ission on
Human Rights.
After a short trip South,
where they were honored .with
another reception in Memphis,
December 25, the couple will
make their home in Lexington.

Joies, R. S. Lewis, Sr., C. I.
Oglesby, Clarence Pope, Laurence Patterson, Hollis F. Price,
Frederick Rivers, B. J. Smith,
A. W. Willis, Sr., and Misses
Matte H. Bell, Isabel Greenlee and Allison Vance.
KNOWLEDGE
IS FREEDOM
Mesdames
were
Guesting
Roscoe McWilliams, Sadie Gus.
Jennie Taylor Nettie Reeves
Iona Pettigrew, Phyllis Wright.
•
T. J. •Johnson, and Thomas
Watkins.
the
Arou rid
"Christmas
World" was theme of the,
Rubaiyats Ball Thursday night,'
ERMA LEE LAWS
at the Rosewood and the decod
rations depicted the theme.
Ethel and George Isabel, for Dressed in holiday finery and
"I will listen .. to any
greeting guests were Peggy
one's convictions. but - the holidays: Jeanette and Dr. and Harper Brewer, Lorene.
and
Clara
Whitem
Frank
doubts
E.
your
pray keep
Louis Hobson, Johnsie and and Isom Buford, Anne and
A war on ignorance has loge
to yourself." Goithe.
A. C. Curtis, Lavonia and,
We thoue'at this a good Howard Sims. Dr. Josephine Clifford Deberry, Mose
ootoloot to the shooting war in Viet
Yvonne'
thought with which to begin Isabel, Leath and Peter Jones, and Robert Hooks, Clara and Nam. The Vietnam•se or• eagerly
and Virginia Bigger.
the New Year.
William Parker, Betty and accepting the educational copperHOLIDAY SOUNDS . . . The Among the attentive mates Peter Payne, Jewel and
Ivory hmity.
annual and dates were Hannibal Parks,
PATS tossed . their
Thompson, Charles Waler, Doris and Greenie Walls
I .;.no.s Education Association
Christmas bash in the Olympic Charles
Gloria and
William
Ward,
MISS GRACE BELL
Room of the Sheraton Motor Fletcher, Harvey Tucker. who Gloria and Charles Young,
Inn t'other Friday night and excorted Hazel Lee; Frank Erdyne and Atty. Truvillus
it had all the earmarks of Fields, George Isabel, Leroy Hall, Mary and William Hudholiday gaiety, beautiful dress- Johnson, Dr. William Fletcher son, and Mettle Taylor with her
es, s p arkling conversation, escorting Thelma Miller, and fiancee, Louis Little.
good foods, intoxicatingly de- William Woodward.
licious beverages, and a travel- And t'other Saturday the Other members of the coterie
ing troubadour with holiday members of Les Girls met are Helen Green, Evelyn May&
Saturday at the Living Room Mary Rhodes. Maxine Shipp,
melodies.
Members of the PATS, who for the Christmas meeting Beverly Smith and Evelyn
were all most charming as where they exchanged such Vavasseur.
guests. were Euralia Fletcher, gifts as lingerie, house shoes, BRIDAL SHOWERS . .
president of the congenial pocket books, jewelry, gourmet Mary Ann Chaney, bride-elect
'of Herman McNeil, of LouisJohnson, foods, and other et ceteras.
group; Shirley
Parks Wilhelmein Thompson, Dining on the buffet dinner ville, Ky., has been caught up
Hattie House, Thelma Miller, of shrimp cocktail, fried chick- in a series of pre-nuptial showPark s, Wihelmein en. stuffed pepers, macaroni ers. Mrs. Ruth Sudduth and
Ezells
House, salad, green beans hot rolls Mrs. Ernestine Cohran, friends
Thompson. Hattie
Thelma Miller, Hazel Lee, and coffee were Julia and of the bride's mother, feted
Mollie Franklin, Lucy John- Jacques Wilmore, he had just the charming Mary Ann with a
flown in from Oklahoma where miscellaneous shower.
son, and Ethel Isabel.
Guests enjoying the festivi- his duties as director lit the Indulging in bridal talk and
ties were Hattie and Atty, Civil Rights Commission here showering her with useful gifts
James Swearengen,
George had taken him: Joyce and were Mrs. A. S. Hunnicutt,
Cox, Dot and Walter Evans, Howard Pinkston, Sarah and Mrs. Danese H. Welch, Mrs.
The phrase, "With
their
Emily and Isom Jackson. Fan- Horace Chandler. Maria and Zernia Peacock, Mrs. Mayme
eyes all aglow" from one of
nie Johnson, Eddie Rideout, Dr. Charles Pinkston. they Covington, Mrs. Helen Williams
the noted Christmas carols,
Lorene and Fred Osborne, have since flown off to Los Mrs. Georgia Artison, Mrs.
became a reality on last
holidays; Billie Jean Crawford, Mrs.
the
Maxine and Dr. Vasco Smith, Angeles for
Thursday when Jackson Links,
Currie Boyd. the T. 0. Lucius. Delores and Harold Lewis.
Ernestine Hawkins, Miss Pearl
Inc. entertained a ward of
es, the Robert Taylors, the Other cosmopolites taking in Eason, Miss Bertha Eason,
125 patients at Western State
Fred S h a ckelford, Florine the show and enjoying the at- Miss Arnetha Van Pelt, and
hospital in Bolivar, Tennessee.
Davis, Hilda
and
Spencer mosphere of the establishment Miss Ann Holliday.
Smith, Cora and Oscar Smith, were Velma Lois Jones, escort- garet Sudduth, and Michele
Members
b e came
aware
Dora and Horace King, the ed by U.S. Navy Lt. Jim Clem- Peacock. Movies were taken by
of what it reely means to
Dot
ons,
Walter
and
Evans,
Joe Nevilles. the Fred Rodbe in need when they say.,
Joseph Sudduth and Marvin
gers, Jessie -and Willie Pres- Modean and Harry Thompson, Sudduth.
the eagerness of the patients.
ley, Faye Lee. the Ode Plea- Elsie Branch. Gladys and Dr. Special guests toasting the
Each was given a bag of
sants, Roger Grant, Truman Edward Reed. Marie Bradford, bride elect with pink chamfruit, nuts, and gifts of clothHelen
and
Longino
Cooke,
Hall. the E. A. Coles, the
pagne were Mrs. Hettie Lee
ing, toilet articles and other
Charles
Smiths, the
John Gloria Lindsey and yours truly. Chaney, mother of the bride,
personal items
and
many
Mitchel's. the Cornelius Hous- And Christmas was very and Mrs. Willie McNeil, mother
fell to their knees in thankses, Dot and Ben Tuggle, Wal- definitely in the air when Mrs.
of the groom.
giving that they were rememlace Wilburn — escorting Shir- C. M. Roulhac feted the PhylAnd Mary Ann was enterbered by someone during this
lee Finnie, Maxine Cash with lis Wheatley club Monday night
tained with a kitchen shower
season of giving.
_Leo King. Cortez and John at her stately borne on McLeby Mrs. Earline Somerville.
Martin, Elizabeth and A. L. more, she had party favors in
man: Mrs. Lena Mae TayServing as committee chairStanding from left are Mrs.
showered him with gifts
mother. Mrs. GIFTS FOR CHRISTMAS
Ann's
Mary
Xmas
baskets,
a
glittering
Plaxico, Mary R. Brooks, the
chairman; men were Mrs. S. R. Brothe first — Charles Beaty, 12 a vicClassic Williams. treasurer; 1 lor, co-social
was
received
recently.
youth
The
Chaney,
Jack Humeses, the Jim liar- Xmas tree under which the
for knowing the correct tim of Sickle Cell anemia,
Mrs. Ladye Stokely, presi- naugh and Mrs. W. E. Mc
Mrs. Amantha Steele, vice
recently discharged from
rises, Minnie Anderson escort- members placed gifts for their prize
Kissack.
on wedding is seen here with some
receive
to
items
Mrs. Nezzie
dent, and
Mrs. Thelma
ed by James Henderson, Dr. secret pals, 'lolls winding up
president;
the hospital after a bout
members of the COPE Soanniversaries.
All Links helped fill the
plus
a scrumptios
William T. Fletcher, Vera and the staircase
Heath, sick chairman.
Broome, co-social chairwith the rare blood disease.
Other prize winners were Mrs cial club after its members
bags and prepare clothing at
George Clark, Helen and Ben- catered Christmas dinner.
Russell and Millicent
the December meeting when
Me Batts. Neet and Dr. Ike On hand to partake of the Lizzie
Cade, and also sharing the
Mrs. Edna Cawthorn served
were
delicious
dinner
MesWatson, Mary Ethel and Jim.
were Mrs. Curlie Dabis,
as hostess at the dinner meet.
'myJones. Ruby Jean and ,dames Annabelle Alleyne O. B. fun Evelyn Washington, Mrs.
ing at Kylen Kitchen.
Frank, Ethel Lois and Dr. Braithwaite, Harry T. Cash, Mrs.
Flowers and Mrs. Willie
B r o ome. co-social Seeing the need, Jaceson
Mrs. A mantha Thelma
'Leroy Thompson, here from E. C. Craigen. E. L. Critten- Alene
president;
for
possible
of
it
Social
made
Members
Cope
has
the
club
groom.
the
of
McNeil, mother
'Nashville to visit her parents, den. W. W. Gibson, Peter M. CHRISTMAS VISITORS . . . club were welcomed into the him to receive all of his Steele, vice president; Mrs. chairman; Mrs. Nezzie Heath, Links are making this oe
of Clubs by medicine and treatments from Classie Williams, treasurer; sick chairman; Mrs. Ruby of their annual projects which
Lucy Weidman flew in Friday City Federation
Mrs. Mable Bowers, assistant Malone assistant sick chair- was begun last year.
Zane Ward: the Sickle Cell Clinic.
the
Mrs.
president.
her
visit
to
Toronto
from
night
Mrs. Lena Mae man; Mrs. Katherine Bellamy Mrs. William R. Bell is
secretary;
the
of
officers
third
L.
the
the
Mrs.
Among
Taylor,
Porter.
P.
W.
folks Jana and
peesident
chairman: Mrs. and Mrs. Thelma Gillard.
social
Taylor,
Stokely,
Mary
Mrs.
and
Ladye
president,
Mrs.
vice
are
club
Dr.
And Margaret Ann and
downtown • union ave.
Odis Strong are here from Murphy, the treasurer.
As the group became a part
nonthland mall
California to visit the'Hubbard
family. Delores Booth with her of the City Federation of
were
members
baby son, Chris, Jr., are here Clubs, its
Joamm.m.mir S
from Philly visiting her par- praised for the worthwhile
ents, Rosp and Parker Joyner projects it has sponsored. Its
fashion specialists in sizes
and his folks, Alma and Phil members are employed in
Booth. Also visiting the In- the communication industry.
2 #0 321/2
/
18 to 60 and 161
grams is another daughter One of the COPE's latest
Murnette and her husband projects was a fashion show
James Calloway from Paducah, in November with proceeds
Ky.
going to the Sickle Research
Walterine Outlaw, flew off Center of the University of
funeral
the
attend
to
Seattle
to
Tennessee, and to aid patients
of her aunt. Mrs. Julia Higgins. who are suffering from the
And we had guests for a few
disease, whose
rare blood
hours Saturday morning. Clauvictims are mostly Negroes
dia and John Dumas and their
for
Corner of Court and Main (Downstairs)
son Keith were on their way The club has accepted
project Cliarles
to Natchez and stopped off. special club
John is the brother of Alex Beaty, 12, of 1119 Walker ave.
showered
was
with
Dumas who formerly lived He
here. They live in Ypsilanti, Christmas gifts by the dub
just before Christmas, and the
Michigan.
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Society
- Merry
Go-round I

says

Jackson Links

Cheer Patients
At Hospital

-r?

Cope Social Club Aids Sickle Cell Patient
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zip-front fleece

xmAs

BY

WAREHOUSE SALE

duster

Claire
Mon
14 North Main
Street
527-3619

100% Human Hair

specially priced
reg. 10.00

Wiglets

7.99
sizes 38 to 52
Grab This Opportunity to
here's a greof gift sugges-

4.0

EARN Your Own
SPENDING MONEY

tion for last minute Santos
soft, warm fleece duster

o Estron rayon and nylon
wIthrip-froot styling ...
emalenble, of course, with
:'in belt ... choose royal

EARN $1 to
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$5
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JACKIE ROBINSON SAYS...

By Hollowa

A Priest Put It
I.
On The
By JApLIE ROBINSON
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FACTS Artn NEGRO

II .4- A. lIOSKILS
Oreemted
A S./MLA

Miriam
H
Lewis

Recently, David Suskind, on his Sunday night televfinse
1868
1949
show pre•ented four New York City mothers who are welfore
IDNE
OF
HARVARD'S MOST
recipients. The object of the presentation was to create some
ILLUSTRIOUS SONS,FROM
dialog WM, the tremendous problem of welfare in the city and
WHICH HE RECEIVED HIS LLD.
nation and to spotlight some of the common misconceptions
, ATHLETE, ORATOR, HE WAS ONE
which the public has about persons on relief.
OF THE ABLEST LAWYERS OF
:"Sk. Nizeir.' An ••••••••;sid
The program turned out to be a real public
elaidat• fit the 1Nlow&
HIS TIME. FOOTBALL'IMMORTAL' "
Scam lelsiteitlal
service. There were some facts of it which I
im4 to bar,e• th• lathifr
HE CAPTAINED THE HARVARD
Ur• Aso* wit N*pm
snail discuss in a future column. But I was so
talon•••••
TEAM
IN 1893 AND WAS LATER
.41 veil timed giddy'II vat
impressed by the words of a young, white Roierr sew Awn•
ITS
LINE
COACH. WAS MEMBER
man Catholic priest, a Father William Duncan
led
"Its sir bill'
OF
ALL
Alti—kg
-AMERICA
TEAM. WAS
Peter
Brooklyn's
Clever
Saint
Church. St.
of
'Iv VfIS loralleet Va,le a
MEMBER
bator vIth SEIM woe
A
OF
THE
MASSACHUthe
situated
of
in
Clever
the
very
is
heart
Peter
aid IOW pala The emir
SETTS LEGISLATURE, ASST. U.S.
Mae Is a ver tor antral
teeming Bedford-Stuyvesant commuity.
et a hoe vaeleer.ATTORNEY AN IN 1911 ROSE
For a long time, many of us have been
BE ASST ATTORNEY GENERAL
trying - sometimes we thought, vainly — to
OF THE UNITED STATES. WAS
express to white people what Father Duncan
Itiltilf42411PI
A CLOSE FRIEND OP THEODORE
said brieflj and eloquently on the Susskind show.
ROOSEVELT.
I believe his words, transcribed from a tape which the Group
Four Westinghouse Network was kind enough to loan us, will
speak for themselves.
'
"I am white and I come from a middle-class background,"
Father Duncan said. "I think there is something which the white
community must come to understand. The white commuLity
must understand that it is largely unaware of the plight of the
welfare recipient. Welfare recipients are continually discriminated &gains* The schools in the ghetto are intolerably bad.
Teachers come and go. They are not interested. I have known
youngsters who have been attending school from six to eight
years and they have had from ten to twelve teachers.
"As tor housing, it appears that the very worst housing is
reserved for residents of the ghetto. Consumer fraud is just a
phrase. Rut is it a terrible thing to have to live with the fact
that when the vegetables go bad in Bay Ridge or Bayside, they
are sent to Harlem, Bedford-Stuyvesant or Brownsville.
For rnose people in my family and those with whom I grew
FOUNDER OF THE AMERICAN NAM
INE FIRST WHITS WOMEN IN THE
up, the basic question seems to be: 'I have a Chevrolet. How
PRAISWHE NEGROES WHO SERVED
NEW WORLD WERE SLAVES.THEV WERE
am I going to get a Buick?' or 'I have black and white TV. How
UNDER HIM, ESPECIALLY TWO OF HIS
BROUGHT UNDER ROYAL WARRANT
can I get a color set?'
FORMER SLAVES,CATO AND SCIPIO.
FROM SPAIN AND SOLD IN THE
"For the welfare recipient, the basic question is shoes,
HE FREED ALL OF HIS SLAVES SAYdresses and enough food to feed their families tommorrow
SPANISH COLONIES.THE FIRST 100
ING THAT HE HAD FOUGHT SO HARP
morning. And as for the welfare grants, what happens to this
WHITE WOMEN BROUGHT TO VIRGINFOR HUMAN RIGHTS,'I CAN NO
money?
IA
WERE ALSO SOLD. ENGLAND
LONGER BRING MYSELF 70 A
"Twelve days after the check is cashed, that money goes
USED
HER AMERICAN COLONIES
DISTINCTION BASED ON COLOR
right back into the white middle-class economy. None stays
TO
GET
RID OF HER PROSTITUTES
OR
with the poor. These are the facts and this is my experience.
MISFORTUNE," JONES
AND
OTHERS
NOT WANTED. FOR
"The ladies who appear on this show are very articulate. It
JUST THE OPPOSITE OF PATMORE
is their ousiness to organise welfare groups all over the nation.
THAN
A
CENTURY AFTER
RICK HENRY IN THIS RESPECT.
But there are 650,000 welfare recipients in the city. Most of
COLUMBUS,THE NEW WORLD WAS
them are so articulate. And, if you don't fight, you get stepped
CONSIDERED TOO ROUGH FOR THE
on.
MORE REFINED WHITE FEMALES.
"I have seen it in my visits to welfare centers all over the
city. The!e people are nameless. They are given a number.
Seed Si for 49-Page, 147 Illustrated FACTS ABOUT THE NEGRO (2nd
They sit down when they arrive at the center at 10 in the
of a Series) to The Courier Book Club ... 2628 Centre Ave., Pittsburgh
morning. They sit there until five o'clock. They are given twenty
Ps. 15219 Discounts on bulk orders.
cents to go home. They come back the next day and it starts
Ar
all over again. We've got an enormous emergency in this city
in relation to school clothing, a situation to which the welfare
department seems awfully insensitive.
"So, on those issues of education, housing food and clothing — and there's another point with regard to jobs. The welfare
situation is so bad because the men are forced out of the home.
By AUDREY WEAVER
They have no jobs. They have no training for jobs.
lion much greater in good old
"For me, a white person, I go to a school. I get a good eduEngland than in the U.S.A.
.
During this merry season of
I He said that a qualified
cation. When I go to get a job, I expect to get training. I get
toward
goodwill
men
and
I black can get a decent job
it. They do not get it in the ghetto.
is
'charity
a
pleasure
for
all,'
it
50 times quicker in the states
"It is about time the white community — middle-class comthan in London or its environs.
munity — realise its wholesale ignorance of the impoverishment to learn of a society which
He added that these low income
this
charity
dispenses
all
and disenfranchisement of these people.
and middle class blacks live on
through the year.
"Only when they. have recognized that, only when they have
a grand scale in comparison
ibeen honest enough to admit that they don't know — only then The Seventh Day Adventists,
to their British counterparts.
I perhaps will they be in a position to listen with an open mind in the Midwest area have a
His statement that interracial
-is not to question them about their sexual mores — but to list- society whose sole purpose is to l
romances arouse the extreme
en to theit; to listen to theL cry, to listen to their needs only help the distressed people of
ire of many white Britishers
then perhaps when the politicians feel the vote, there will be Mississippi and other areas,
I
had a very familar ring.
whenever
to
their rescue
some improvement. With out that, there will still be the need going
disaster strikes.
A Let's Be Human quote of
and the dispair and the hopelessness."
AUDREY WEAVER
note:
As we have said, we think Father Duncan's words speak for
Church members contribute
"With proper training, it is
themselves (ANY Feature).
food, clothing and money for'
not
difficult to diagnose most of
the project. When that devas- its racial cruelties.
the common diseases of childtating tornado hit the Magnolia
!hood. But there is no labora• • .
state two weeks ago, the sotory test that can help to diagciety loaded its Disaster Van
(which was purchased by the And in this same vein, a nose humiliation, no surgery
Central States Conference of'former Londoner (black) states that can clear up insecurity, no
SDA) and too thousands of that after scanning the racial anti-biotic that can cure hapounds of items down to Forest.!scenes in New York, Chicago tied." — Dr. Benjamin Spock,
Miss. and the nearby communi-'and a few smaller places, he world famous pediatrician, OD
NATCHEZ, Miss — The State•Avants, as well as Jones and i White who was 65, had been
,found housing discrimination, children diseased with prejuties.
of Mississippi's Circuit CsJurtlFuller were members of a shot 17 times with a rifle
kiring and social discrmna- dice.
was engaged at press time —'group known as "the Cotton- and his head partially blown
However, the response in ,
in a very rare and only
away by a shotgun blast.
clothing, bedding, food and !
mouth
Moccasin
Gang,
an
recently inaugurated procedure
After sheriff's investigators TUSKEGEE, Ala. — Tuske kins who was named Tuske- medicine was so great that the
—the trial of the second white organization described as simi- Ifound Jones' car abandoned gee Institute crushed the sting- gee's most outstanding player Chicago area Dorcus Society
man of the group of three who lar to the Klan.
land burned in the vicinity. Jone ing attack of the Alabama of the classic. The Defuniak had to rent a trailer in order
have been charged with the Prosecution testimony was was questioned. He' allegedly State Hornets to win the B Springs Florida resident scored
to deliver the overflow items
slaying of n elderly Negro, mainly that White, a cattletend gave Sheriff O'Dell Anders Division championship of the a crucial touchdown in the findonated for the victims.
Ben Chester White, which was tram, disappeared from his four statements in which he S1AC and remained undefeated al period to wipe out 'Bamas
part of a plot to lure Dr. King home on June 10 of last year. said he could not live with his while knocking State from the chances for win. On 19 carries This special aid for alissisto the scene during last sum- His partially decomposed body conscience and named Avanst ranks of the unbeaten.
sippi is only a part of the
he gained 58 yards.
By ERNEST BONTON
lin the world, underdevelopwas found two days later OD and Fuller as his accomplic- A near capacity crowd at Jenkins is Tuskegees total many contributions the Seventh
mer's Mississippi March.
I ment, illiteracy, the silent sufMississippi state justice has June 12 in a small creek.
es.
Montgomerys' Cramton Bowl offense leader rushing leader Day Adventists make toward a
What can one say about
fering of thousands of lepers—
never found a white man guilty
saw the teams end regular play and leads in touchdowns with better living and a better way Paul-Emile Cardinal Leger of
on
the other hand, a technoof slaying n Negro in a racial,
in which Tuskegee Institute eight.
Montreal? I guess, no one can cratic, efficient,
of life.
automated and
case in modern times. The first!
had a 8-0-1 finish while State Jenkins is Tuskegee's total
really say anything that mat- sophisticated
civilization."
trial of one of the three de-1
ended with a 9-1 record. This in the fourth period with the LET'S TELL IT LIKE IT. ters about the man or about
was the Golden Tigers first score 14-8 quarter back James
fendants. James L. Jones. lase
IS: One of the signers of the his decision to relinquish the —To teach the church in
win over Hornets in four years. Reynolds connected on series
April ended with a hung jury.
Olympic boycott claimed that pomp and prestige of his high r Montreal — and particularly
Scoring two touchdowns while of passes to James Lowe and
No new date has been set
U.S. is worse (racially) office in the Roman Catholic youth — about the duties that
the
helping them to victory was Rhodes scholarship nominee
for another Wel for Jones and
South Africa. 'Tain't so, Church — archbishop — for poverty imposes on those who
than
ell-SIAC candidate Ralph Jen- James Green.
no date has been set foe a trill/
they speak for themse!ves.
.would follow Christ. in the hope
many claim.
of a third defendant, Claude
Cardinal Leger's own state. that "those who may not enderM. Puller, 47.
A South African says that ment to the people of his arch- stand my words may be MuchBut the State of Mississippi
in his country those demon- diocese says it all: •‘
isied by m ydecision."
did go through the motions
strating students in the Cali- to be sincere with my self that Not all of us, of course, are
last week of picking a jury
fornia colleges could go to jail I have asked . . .the erivilewe,called to work among lepers
prosecution
presenting
and
for as much as five years — of leaving for a missionary in primitive areas of the world;
evidence in the murder trial
merely for picketing; that country in the Third World but that is only half of the
of Ernest Avants, SS, a white
South Africa is the ONLY (work among African lepers). truth, for all of us are called,
man, in the same murder.
country in the whole wide I have reached the age where just as was Cardinal Leger, to
Avants' defense and the jury
world where color discrimi- a sclerosis of soul and body be concerned about the welfare
14,
folDec.
dispatched
effort
to
gram,
of
an
support
In
verdict should be completed
nation is enshrined in the con- might set in; the spur must Clf the less fortunate.
liberalise the welfare provisome time this weeh.
stitution of the nation.
ri the'it are some among
be used to get out of the rut
sions in the Social Security lows:
for
Association
"National
Although all three defendants
,g3,-)d us who had nou-ished hopes
it
is
.
Furhermore,
.
House-Senbill approved by a
were in the courtroom before
Advancement of Colored Peo- And that "lovely" country to return to thepractice ofthat those of our generation. Of
also has a "No Trial Act"
ate conference, NAACP Erecuthe jury was chosen, Jones was
•
been'curs culture, were called not to
ple
believes that failure of the
tive Director Roy Wilkins has
which permits ANY police- obedience after having
funeral of his slater and rewill!heroic sacrifice for our brothconference
authority
placed
in
to
reject
the
senate
Senators
telegrams
to
43
sent
man to arrest anybody withturned to the courtroom the
again
.
.
become
.
a
simple
ers• but rather to a more
indicating it would be better report on the Social Security out any charges lodged against
following day.
and
set-%.
, convenient
comfortable
his
who
offer
priest
will
rabill
interpreted
entire
the
sacrifice
Bill
will
widely
to
be
Nehim; keep him locked in soliWhen Jones was tried
concern, the example of theics
African
bishop
an
to
with
its
it
approve
against
Nethan
as
punitive
ther
action
tary for a minimum of DO days
groes had picketed the court•
provi- gro Americans and especially before being brought to trial. For the future. I would ask Archbishop of Montreal must
present "I niquitous
house charging that known
all of you who have loved me!certainly have dashed them.
Negro children on
welfare
Alas."
members of the Ku Klux Klan
approved by the rolls In the present racial clibill
as
of
all
But
most
The
pray for him who will never Perhaps it is not too far
there
is
to
that
were on the jury.
fetehed to think that a high
e0aference. Dec. 7, tresses mate the
temporary
postcarrying
requirement for forget you . . ."
card
Both Ayants arid Fuller had
ranking prelate in the United
the number of children in each ponement of increased social all blacks which would send
been Identified last year by
He goes, then, to answer a,states — Protestant or Roman
state eligtbie for federally security benefits will be a American blacks screaming.
the U.S House Committee on
call of his conscience. And he Catholic — will give up the
financed welfare funds. It also small price to pay to avoid inas
A e tivities
Us-American
!comforts of high office for a
provides new procedures to creased tension that is certain One South African said that goes with a dual purpose:
members during the!
Klan
force welfare recipients to ac- to result from enactment of what makes things so terrible —To help with "the problemsrewarding job among the havetrial.
iniquitous provisions in welfare about the situation is that S. which cause so much angnishinots in this nation, the hope.
THE BACKLASH 7...ru. NEED A PANV4 cept jobs.
.
lilE DANCE. ISCALLED
Witnesses
test ified
thatl
The text of Mr. Wilkins' tele- sections of the bill."
On the one hand, hunger l less who swell our cities.
Africa has NO conscience about . .
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BIG MOUTH

cently in the Coliseum, 412-011,
figures to meet Carver in toMIAA CHANGES
this past fall matched CBHS, night's KC finals at Memphis
The inevitable was announc- Washington, Melrose and Treze- State if everything goes aced recently when Memphis In- vant. League action in the cording to form
The tall
terscholastic Athletic Associa- MIAA basketball season gets Cobras split with Bartlett last
tion members learned that next underway Tuesday night and season, losing in the finals of
fall each of the 24 teams in when the curtain is pulled on the KC meet, but avenging the
the league will play round robin the cage season late in Februa- defeat in the regional tourney.
schedules. This past season ry four ebony quintets could be Carver holds a slight height
league officials had to resort lin the playoffs.
advantage but the Cobras can't
LBJ fan club," I said.
By ALFRED DUCKETT
to every imaginable method Carver, defeiding
Region match up with lean Steve
"One thing for sure," Big "Neither did I," Big admitto decide the four playoff rep- Nine Tournament champs whic Turner, the Panthers! 17 year
Mouth said. "Whatever else ted. "But I been watching
resentatives. D e an Ehlers, .included two other all Negro old seven foot two inch skyhappens to LBJ, he has one her close lately and it apMIAA athletic director, hopes among the top four finishers scraper.
true believer who is gonna pears that the harder folks
that the new schedule will eli- last March, stands all alone MSU GETS LIFT
stick by him, come the elec- come down on the President,
minate some of the headaches atop the AAA League. CBHS Two former local area cagers
the more sympathetic Momma
tion wars."
brought about when the schools and Central are the Cobras' James "Tweety" Jackson who
gets to his cause. And since
were left to do their own chief challengers. Lester and starred at Carver and is a
"That you?" I asked Big.
he has been hitting back with
South Side are co-favorites in junior college transfer, and
c heduling
"Nope, not me. I have not a lotta fire and force, Momma
Each of the four divisions A League while Melrose is a Herb Hilliard a starter at Woodyet made up my mind seeing
getting more involved. The
which make up the MIAA is solid choice in the AA loop. stock but went out on his own
that the Republicans has not is
other
night when LBJ got in
the to earn a scholarship at Membased on the male enrollment Overton, with one of
yet made up their mind. I
sharp raps at folks
few
a
MIAA's
top
performers
in
schools
in the
which will cause
phis State, pooled their talent'
would not pick aides 'til I know
criticising him and also got
a realignment necessitating the Johnny Neuman, could lead to give the Tigers a 65-61 viewho's representing what. But
few laughs at some smart
moving of seven teams. The the Deld in the AAAA but tory over Texas Christian last NEW MUSIC BUILDING — building now under conexplains one of the facili- Momma! Well, that's another a
start
Momma
wisecracker,
Washington
may be in position Saturday night in the Mid-South Members of the Music
tesina involved are Manassas,
struction on the campus.
ties of the building to Roh, story. Momma say's she ain't
rocking slow from side to side,
tied with Hamilton for second to ambush the Rebels some- Coliseum, The win lifted MSU Department at Tennessee
Frank
T.
Greer, left,
ert J. Miller while John turning her back on LBJ."
her arms folded and she said
the where along the way.
in the AAAA League,
acting head of the departout of the doldrums after the ASII State University are
H. Sharpe, university or"I did not know Momma
right into the TV, 'That's right,
AA League. South Side, second HOLIDAY TOURNEYS
Tigers had dropped three in a seen here before music
ment at Tennessee State,
ganist, looks OIL
was a charter member of the
honey. You tell 'em.'
in the A League, jumps two The finals of the LeMoyne row. The victory over TCU
notches to AAA. Messick drops'Invitational and Knights of evened up record of Moe lba's
"That was a surprise for
from the AAAA League to the Columbus holiday tourneys are charges to 3-3.
me and, later, I teased her
ONLY
IN
AMERICA
.
.
AAA
L e ague.
Northside, set for tonight (Saturday). It was the first start for
about it. She got indignant
also ran in AA, moves all the Douglass, last year's champion Jackson and he responded with
and a little loud about it.
way to the AAA group. Oak- at LeMoyne, expected to en- six quick points and seven big
haven, an easy victor over counter stiff resistance from a rebounds. Only Hilliard with
"That's right, honey,"MomHamilton in the Blues Bowl, is top field. Melrose and Washing- eight was higher. It was Hilma said, "I am with that poor
already favored as the Hawks,!ton, the latter the only unde- liard late in the game with a
man. Shame the way folks
who were third in AA, look!feated team in tournament, three point play that broke the NASHVILLE — Tennessee since the top music education
jumping on him just 'cause
ahead to a schedule against were scheduled to meet in the backs of the Horned Frogs from State University and Jhe Uni- rating body began granting
he got one kinds trouble and
A League teams. White Station first round with the survivor Fort Worth. The Tigers used versity of Tennessee have memberships in 1924.
they wants to give him more.
—Steps up to AAAA from the picked to win it all. Capleville the advantage to sit on a been given full membership "This is
And black folks ought to be
like a life-long
•
AAA circuit and Treadwell and Barrett's Chapel, county scant lead the last two minutes. in the National Association dream come true,”
'shamed special. Only yestersaid Frank
slips from AAA to AA to entrants, have fine shooting Earlier in the week high of Schools of Music (NASM), T. Greer,
day, that ignorant Sister Peasdirector of univerround out the changes.
teams and may spring a few flying Tulsa drubbed Memphis the a s s ociation announced aity bands and
ley come telling me she know
acting head
CAGE DOMINATION.
surprises.
LBJ
did a lot for colored, but
State 64-47 before 8,048 on the last week,
of the Tennessee State ",,niBy HARRY GOLDEN
Despite an integrated sched- Bartlett, rated number one Coliseum hardwood with Mem- The two schools are the
she just can't get used to his
iversity
Music
Department.
ule the local prep team rosters in the state and a narrow over- phian Bobby Smith contribut- first state-sopported institu-1"We are
talking. Said
very happy for our Presider.t Lyndon Johnson will win election handily campaign- Texas way of
are predominantly Negro or time victor over highly regard- ing 14 points to the Hurricane tions in Tennessee to gain
it
goes
all
through
her. I told
students and ourfaculty."
ing on the Ldvances made by the New Deal of Franklin Roose- her a piece of my mind,
white. The football playoffs ed Chattanooga Riverside re- attack.
full membership in the NASM „
This is another milestone velt, the Fair Deal of Harry Truman, and his own Great Socie- 'cause that way of thinking
in the forward thrust of the
is just as bad as folks not
University," says President ty. Medicare, Social Security, civil rights, and model cities and liking you and me 'cause we
W. S. Davis. "We are exceed- the war ;in poverty, are solid facts. So is our affluence.
black.'
ingly proud of our Music
0
In
his
great
book,
"The
American
Commonwealth,"
Lord
Department and its mem"At that point, I told Momma
bers."
Bruce said, "No American President has ever I thought she's just feel sorry
lost his seat while smoke was coming out of for LBJ. And I said feeling
It is remembered that Dr.
sorry for a man is no reahic chimneys."
Edward C. Lewis, Jr., who
son to give him your vote.
this fall became Dean of Fabeen
we
have
hampered
Even
though
and
OD
culty at Alabama State Colharrassed by a war in Vietnam, the growth of "She lit into me like I had
lege, was head of music at
the Great Society has been nothing less than said something against grandthe University when the school
phenomenal. An unprecedented effort to aid pa. 'People
forget quick,
was readied, visited, and given
'Momma said. And she remindeducation hasn't missed a beat.
American
preliminary status by NASM.
The Federal commitment for education and ed nic of how LBJ had spoke
In a separate announcement
training has risen from 4.7 billion in 1964 to 12.3 up and spoke out for justice
NASM's graduate board granthe
in
1967. In the last three years. Congress has for black people and how
ed full accreditation to Tenthat speech to Congress
made
passed more laws and appropriated more funds
nessee State's music program
'bout we shall oversome.
GOLDEN
leading to a master of science
"'All due respects to JFK
degree in music education. for education and health than in all the previous history of the
and I love him dearly,' Momma
This action accredited both Federal Government.
say. 'This Preside _t have done
the undergraduate and graduate programs at the same
Johnson's last achievement was the passage of the Public more for civil rights than any
together."
time.
Broadcasting Act of 1967. Had he not personally urged its pas- three Presidents put
In order to gain full mem- sage it is doubtful if this legislation would have passed through
"Momma don't like the Viet
,or•
bership in NASM, both schools Congress.
Nam war anymore than the
had to meet the organization's
rest of us, but she say LBJ
guidelines in faculty training,
The Act creates a non-commercial television network, free got stuck with that one and
course offerings in both theory of the tyranny of the advestiser, the mass auidiness, and the everybody trying to blame
and applied music, and re- politician. It was passed during one of Congress's economy him ought to be 'shamed.
quirements for all degree waves. But Johnson wisely insisted his main purpose was to get
"'I like him," Momma say.
offering programs.
i
N 417
Congressional authority for the network first and leave the ques'Texas talk or no Texas talk.
NASM praised the 19-memtion of its financing to a more propitious moment.
I like the way he get's mad
ber music faculty at Tennessee State for training students
During Lyndon Johnson's tenure more Negroes rose to mid- and stands up for himself.
who auditioned for the evaluat- dle incomes than ever before. Negroes won the right to vote in After all, a President gotta
have some civil rights, too.
i ing team.
the South and their appointment and election to high office has Ain't that true. Ain't it.'"
Tennessee State's music de(ANP Feature)
partment will move into a become a commonplace where once it was onll a rarity.
new $880.000 building now
The Presidential campaign in '68 will be tense and bitter.
under construction as part The Republicans wax offer simple solutions for problems which
of the Fine Arts Center planonly complex processes can resolve. The fight Johnson faces in
ned at the university.
The two-story strut-tare will defending his administration will sorely test not only him but
house the latest in studio the American electorate. Regardless of the outcome Lyndon
and technical equipment for Johnson has assured himself a role as one of the great Presidents of the twentieth century.
music classes.

Says Momma Won't
Turn Back On LBJ

usic Department
Gets NASM Membership Why

L.B. Johnson
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Once again,it is that time of the year when family
•

ANDREWS 0105
-PRICE BUSTERS

and friends exchange the good wishes that RI their hearts.
As we ioin in the rejoicing of the season, may we take this

COME IN TODAY - ASK ONE OF OUR COURTEOUS SALESMEN TO
SHOW YOU ONE OF THE CLEANEST CARS IN TOWN - MOST OF
THE MANY TO CHOOSE FROM ARE STILL IN WARRANTY

opportunity to thank you and yours for your patronage ...

and may we extend our wish for a very

Nappy Holiday Season!

THESE COURTEOUS SALESMEN
HAVE SATISFIED OVER 10,000 CUSTOMERS EACH
--IN SALES and SERVICE—
•"NICK" BONNETTE

•BOB TABOR

•J.. P.(JAY) GUIDI

• R. D. WILLIAMS

OVER 50 CLEAN USED CARS TO CHOOSE FROM - CONE IN
TODAY AND - MAKE YOUR SELECTION AT YOUR No. 1 OLDSMOBILE DEALER

ANDREWS OLDSMOBILE
856 POPLAR • PHONE 527-5531

NEW YORK—
A Harlem minister warned
Gov. Nelson Rockefeller last
week that unless racial discrimination was alleviated in
New York State government
he was prepared to go bits
Federal Court to seek an Injunction to stop the Albany
Administration from getting
federal funds.
At a conference called at
the Harlem branch office of
the NAACP, Rev. Dr. Henry
D. Rucker said that while he
l appreciated the Chief Executive's interest and desire to
eliminate bias faced by Negroes in state employment, he
wanted "action now" on the
complaints of the Citizens Cominittee for Equal Opportunity
in Public Employment. The
Committee was formed after
the New York State Careerists
Society, Inc., comprised of
Negro civil service employees
working in state agencies, turned to the NAACP for help.
With the Federation of Ns—.
In Civil Service Ora=
deft, Inc., Harlem La
Asetseiation, and various ether
eivie groups joining in, the
group then met with the Gov.
ernor two weeks ago to list
their grievances. Sitting in with
Rockefeller were Mrs. Erse
Poston, chairman of the State
avil Service Commission, exbaseball star Jackie Robinson.
wise serves as an adviser to
Rocky, and other membersA
of his executive staff.
The packed conference heardl
attorney Jeff Greenup, branch
president;
Hillel
Valentine,,r
Federation president; Emmett-I
M. Beane, President, Division,.
of Employment and George
Miller report on their two hour
talk with the Governor.
Among the complaints they
told the Governor was their
concern for the lack of Negroes on policy making levels
in state agencies, insuffleieet
numbers of Negroes employe.
by the state and their need to
meet with him periodically.
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HOMEOWNERS VS. RENT
SUPPLEMENT — Pictured

above left is one of the
streets in the Alcy Road

area. Some homeowners
the area feel the construe-

tion of rent supplement lionsing will lower the value of

TALLAHASSEE, Florida — in points at the wrists and the
In an impressive double-ring front neckline mice effect was
wedding ceremony, performed caught sOth a tiny tafiate bow.
by candlelight at 5 p.rn in the She wore a fingertip veil of
sanctuary of Bethel Baptist illusion
ch fell from a tiara
church of Tallahassee, with of seed pearls and iridewents
Dr. James II Hudson, chaplain sod she ((tried a costa. e
and professor of Philosophy at bouquet of white ras .s one
Florida A&M University, offici- Elegance carnations centered
ating. Miss Carmen reltonia with a single white orchid.
Howell receatly became the The bridal party
entered the
bride of Henry Frederic% Fer- church through a rose-covered
guson.
trellis and arch of nylon-andBoth are Tallahasseeans. The satin ribbons, designed
and
bride, a coed at Knoxville Col. created by Mr. Antonio Casanlege, Knos-ille, Tenn., is the as, Fort Lauderdale,
Fla., an
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. uncle of the bride.
Samuel F. Howell, 311 Barbourwhite-carpeted
bridal
ville Dr A senior, majoring The
businecs administration at aisle ended at the altar centerFlorida A&M University, the ed with a large arrangement
bridegroom is the son of Dr. of white glarioli, chrysantheE. R. Ferguson of Wilmingtoni mums and pom-poms topped
with three tall lighted candles.
Delaware
Given in mnrriage by her It was flanked on each side by
father, the bride wore a 15-branch brass candelabra and
simple taffata sheath ccmplete- emerald palms. The family
ly covered with an A-line shift pews were maikod with white
bows
greenery.
an I
of rose designed Alencon lace, satin
Tiny seed pearls ana irides. Wedding guests noted the order
cents high-lighted the front of the ceremony from attrac
panels and yoke of the shift, Lively decorated and printed
whose back panels extended in- programs, distributed by the
MR. AND MRS. HENRY F. FERGUSON
to a chapel train. The long ushers.
sleeves of the lace shift ended
- matron of honor and sister of schoolmItes and Hoge trenri
the bride, wore
simple sheath of the bride, lnd two junior
featuring panels .n front, ex bridesmaids, both young cousins
tending the length of the dress of the bride. Bridesrn:,ids were
and ending in a semi-train in Misses Margruetta Bright, a
the back. The basic sheath was graduate student at
T4 ivir.rd
of candlelight alpaca and the University, Washington, D.C.;
panels, shrimp-colNed alpaca. Karen Clarke. an undergridu
The shrimp color was repeated ate student at Houard Ii
in her shoes and headdress versity; Darryl Gilliam, Rhonda
LOS ANGELES, Calif. — The the Detroit area.
which was designed as a wed- Little and Jean Mannings,
appointment of A. Gordo n Incidentally,
Wright
paid ding ring circlet of ti
'coeds at Florida A&M UniverWright III as a Ford dealer cash for a $50,o00 home in
caught with a IYo,. bow. She sity, and Jeanette Mannings,
at 2499 Lincoln Blvd., Venice, Grosse Pointe, and generally carried
a cascaae bouquet of a recent FAMU graduate, now
has been announced by L. S. was welcomed by most of his shrimp
colored carnations cen- doing graduate work at Atlanta
Grey, Los Angeles district sales neighbors.
tered with a burping shrimp University, Atlanta. Ga. The
manager for Ford Division.
In addition to his law prac- ivory candle and
showered junior bridesmaids were Misses
The name of the dealership tice, Wright's previous positions with shrimp-colored ribbons,
Aquilina Alexander and Caruhas been changed from Har- have included project director Bridal attendants
included cha Alexander, both of Knoxbor Motors, Inc., to Wright for the University of Euclid's six br'desmaids, oIl former
ville, Tenn.
Ruban Urban renewal project,
Ford Sales.
"We are delighted to have special assistant to the UnderMr. Wright join our dealer secretary of Commerce.
He is married and the father
body," Mr. Grey said. "His
many years of interest in the of two children.
business, his training and his
from
educational
background
all
•
JOHNSON'S BARBER SHOP
point toward his becoming an
outstanding dealer."
2913 CHELSEA AVE.
Wright had been employed
AND
by Ford Division and had ex- The Deacons and Trustees'
perience in the sales and man- Wives Auxiliary of the TenWalker,
Mr.
R.
Mrs. R. Jamerson, Wish to extend
agement operations of several nessee Baptist Missionary and
season's
greetings
to their many customers, and
Education
Department
will
Angeles
dealerships in the Los
friends
area. Ernie Banks, Chicago hold its first meeting of 1968
Emmanuel Baptist
Cubs' baseball star, became at the
the first Negro to get a Ford church at 245 Ayers on Tuesdealership—earlier this year. day, Jan. 9. at 11 a.m.
His experience in the Los All members are urged to
market be present.
Angeles
automobile
Mrs. Mattie A. Taylor is
dates back to the mid-1950's
when he sold cars while at- president, Mrs. Bernice Winstending law school at UCLA ton corresponding secretary,
Mrs. Thelma Johnson
"Ever since I was old enough and
reporter.
I've
career,
to think about a
wanted to be an automobile
dealer. Naturally, I'm excited
that I've finally achieved this
goal," Wright said.
Wright is a native of Cleveland, Ohio, where his father
and there Were
shepherds abiding
is a prominent Negro real
Between Vance & Lauderdale Fourth& Walnut Coll rite, I will
In the fields
gladly deliver the sole.
estate developer.
— JA 6-0176
Besides having studied law
at UCLA, he attended Tabor
Academy in Marion, Mass.,
and received a bachelor's degree in business from Hiram
College and a law degree from
Western Reserve University.
He has been admitted to practice before the Ohio Supreme
Court and the U.S. Supreme
Court.
Wright resided in Detroit and
was the first Negro family to
move into the swank Grosse
Pointe suburb—several months
after his arrival in Detroit
to serve as Midwest area director of the Department of
DeEconomic
Commerce's
velopment Administration for

A.G. Wright Gets

A uxiI•la ry

849.A

GrteetittiA

their property. To the right
is a photo of the site of the

controversial rest supplement development located

at 2263 Alcy Road. (Photo
by Continental)

,AEMPHIS' I ARCEST FOOD

ORt,̀

EAST-5014 POPLAR (At Mender
MIDTOWN1620 MADISON
ARMOUR

BEEF STEW

SHOWBOAT

BLACKEYJKEDPEAS
DRY

BLUE PLATE

WE HONOR
GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

SWIFT'S

BREAD

oz.19

MERRIMAC

SALMON

24
3 Limit

WHITE CLOUD or
DELSEY

STARK 1ST

61/2 Oz.,

GODCHAUX' OR .DOMINO

EDDIE the EDUCATOR
says

BEL-MACn
.1/(e

FRESH FISH
DAILY

1211 E. Mclemore
Tel..9411811

WITH COUPON

SWIFT'S
CHILI with BEANS

25'

With coupon and $5.00 additional eureka's,, inrcludIne
value oi coupon tnorchandis• (fresh milk psockets and
tobacco also •scludod in conplione• with state low).
Ono coupon pot fondly. Coupon expires Wednesday, Noon.
'D•c. 27. Anti-f.,. also •xcludod in coupon rswiounption...

SNOW
VEG. SHORTENING
2 Limit
3 Lb. Can
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Operators Will Give 'Directory Assistance'
unusual situaMemphis area telephone cus- expeceted to reduce the nurne able to locate a number, who emergency or
tion.
can't
they
that
indicated
have
tomers will soon be greeted her of calls to Information
the Memphis
Assistance" and help people become more use the directory because they Exchanges in
"Directory
by
receive Direcwill
which
area
who
read,
cannot
or
blind
are
telephone
for
call
they
when
conscious of their telephone
other tory Assistance are: Memphis
information.
directory as a primary infor- have no directory, or
cases of special assistance. proper, Arlington, Collierville,
"Directory Assistance" is the mation source.
Covington, Grand
new name Southern Bill Tele- "Over 258,000 calls a day And as it telephone opera- Germantown,
Henning, MilHalls,
Junction,
Direcdo,
to
phone Company has given jo to Information are handled in tors are trained
Munford, Rosemark
operators stand ington,
Assistance
tory
its "information" service.
Tennessee," Hunt said. "And
"The new name better de- experience has proven that ready to help in any sort of and Mason.
scribes the true nature and most of these calls are for
function of today's information numbers or listings already
operator," R. M. Hunt, division appearing in the directory."
said.
manager
commercial
many
"This function is to supply "This means that
calls
two
making
are
people
not
do
that
telephone numbers
it
and
do,
would
one
when
appear in the directory or numto get a number
bers which a customer may takes longer
from Information than it does
have difficulty locating."
look it up in the directory."
to
The volume of information
Assistance
Directory
calls is increasing at the rate The
of 13 percent a year in Tennes- operator will continue to aid
see. Directory Assistance is customers who have not been

NEW
3 Piece Bedroom Group— $99"
No down payment, Just $5" per month.
Other group $199-$299 $399.-$499

Nurser).. Me Alpha Elite
club was organized hi 1962
by eight tenth grade girls
and has grown to a mem-

to the °Luis Iland Day
Nursery as Ms ammpas
Jones, president, inveues
a check to Mrs. Diehard
Campbell, director of the

ELITE CLUB AT NURSERY — Members of the
Alpha Elite club of Rooker
T. Washington High school
are sees here during a visit

bership of 97. Mrs. Althea
Price and Miss Faye Burrows are sponsors.
(Hooks Bros. Photo)

Nine Teams Entered
In Holiday Tourney

STOKER FURNITURE DISCOUNT
1114 Se. Bellevue

Pb. 948-1831

freaseema•samanaaamaasaasua
a
LeMoyne's 11th annual Holi- 8:90, and Douglass against the
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
s
Hamilton- •
high winner o I t he
Tournament for
day
school basketball teams in the Lester 'tussle at 9:30.
area is underway at Bruce Hall. Semi-finals will be played i
11
II
Nine aggregations are parti- Friday night, starting at 8.
Eftettryv November 29 i%5
.
a
p optdar Finals and consolation con8 A.M.-6 P.M.
cipating in the
U
meet which got underway Wed- test are on tap Saturday night,
Sat er Svc. $1 25
Monday
•
jnesday evening, Dec. 27, and also getting off at 8.
S IN Aeon SAN to PM
a
thru
Sea. Opire I kM to 2 P
Saturday Jerry C. Johnson, LeMoyne's
through
Just before the Christmas scholarship, and service to the'continues
•
Friday
holidays began, members of community, and it sponsors night, Dec. 30.
•
athletic director and basketthe Alpha Elite club of Booker only one social event during Two contests were scheduled ball coach, is director of the
Hamilton tournament.
w it h
Wednesday
T. Washington High school the year.
a
going against Lester at 7:30 The tournament will be gov- I
journeyed to the Orange Mound
3100 Summer at Baltic
From its eight original mem- and Melrose tackling Booker
•■••nannsf
maa•n••aa••
rules.
nita•aaaa•n
Day Nursery, a trip which has
TSSAA
erned by
bers, the Alpha Elite has grown
been taken by members of the
T. Washington at 8:30.
ten
grades
in
97
to
students
The Thursday night bracket
organization for the past four
through twelve.
throws Barret's Chapel against
years.
upon scholar- Covington at 7:30, matches
The purpose of the visit was The emphasis
CAN YOU USE
ship by the group is paying Manassas and Capleville at
to present a check for $25.00 to
five
when
evidenced
was
as
off,
the director of the nursery,
MORI
PLEASE PRINT
If the club were selected as
Mrs. Richard Campbell, to be
National
year's
this
in
finalists
NAME
used to buy needed equipment
Acheivement Scholarship Profor the nursery.
IIARSABIS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
gram for Negro students.
t. ONVINIENI
STREET
SOTS • VCOATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
The Alpha Elite club was
LOCATIONS
Miss Danette Jones, a senior,
organized in 1962 by a group of
AID MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
,o(si ON(
president of the Alpha Elite
ZIP
STATE
CITY.
011,1111II4I'4i
eight girls who were then is
club. The sponsors are Mrs.
MONEY LOANED
SIIVICI
tenth grade students.
Retail sales of Chrysler CorThis offer is NOT good for subscripfloe -.newels
Althea B.B Price and Miss Faye
ALL
ARTICLES OF VALUE
ON
poration passenger cars in No,s on Burrows.
The club's empha:.
vember set a new all-time
176 Ali 1711 BEAL STRUT IA 6.53004
company record for the month,
John J. Riccardo, Group Vice
atatNiMeirAWMCWAIIMMIgliVarSIRWAVIONEMS
President - U.S. and Canadian
Automotive, said last week.
November retail sales were
125,128 units, a daily rate of
LOAN OFFICE
5,005 units. This was five per
cent over the same month last
TERMITES- ROAMER
1112-164.116 REALE ST.
year. The previous record NoWATER RUGS-RATS
vember was 122,647 sales in
MONEY TO LOAN
Licensee aid Raided
1965.
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARC
ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
ON
November
Riccardo s a id
EMBARRASSED
was the second consecutive
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
"WE KILL TO LIVE"
month in which a new monthCALL
ly record was set.
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
In the last ten-day sales
Unredeemed
Pledges On Sale
period of November, retail
sales of Chrysler Corporation
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL IA 644.50
passenger cars were 46,682
PH. FA 7-6033
units, a daily rate of 5.8354
units. This was also another l
new record, surpassing the last
10 days of November, 1966,
•
by three per cent.
In the first 11 months of
HANOCRAFTECP-7$
1967 Chrysler Corporation pas• 22,000 <>Its pi ticture Po**,
...••••S•t" Vtlf Nut Ttettn,
-,
• C1.11I0e01
senger car sales were 1,234,385,
• WU ettd Ylif Spoliate Molt
only four per cent under the
111
,
Cet
Outolity
pe•ents
• "CopotitrPtte
1,286,521 cars sold in the
YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
• Fitchn•tot Artmetic "f Lock- C./1115
sama 11 months last year.
Amplif.er
• 3-Statg•
SCHOOL ITEMS
These figures are preliminary and subject to possible
blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
the
in
order
Fill
change.
ALL NEW
710 SQ. IN.
YOUR NAME.
name
Model Y2424
FULL IttcranGULAR
ScREEtt

Special Introductory Offer

School Girls Donate

26..t3.0

• CAR WASH $

$25 To Day Care Center

25N
J.

a
aa SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH :

FOR ONLY

A WONDERFUL SEASONAL GIFT FOR
LOVE ONES AT HOME OR OVERSEAS
Subscription to the Tri-State Defender

Chrysler Sales

NAM
LOAN

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

FFICE

Soaring High

mite Why Not Give
IQ Gifts of Quality
"

PEST

MONA* CO:

EPSTEIN

COLOR TV/BLACK & WHITE TV/STEREO
.• • from ACE APPLIANCE CO.

if
$
'N MARCH '68 i

NO MONEY DOWN!FIRST PAYMENT

O.Z. EVERS

BIG 22"

II Elt. SI:It1313N

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly?

12"PORTABLE TV

229"

Mother's

ALL NEW 1968

0,,-orm

7
BIG SCREEN

$8995

gag
'
Pea quaker
Apses NI

PORTABLE TV
odes

The Sinn

A uroottolly
portobie IV ire WO-

1011 SIFAVIEW T.201 1C

IS. MIMI
1110414

2495

Zenith
GIANT
23 in.

4

Phone
for
QUICK
Deliveeid

$1

toodaled 2o
„• t color colrist
lop carry handle.

ALL NEW
1968

COLOR
TV

0,11711
MOW Fat/PAI/SrEatO FM

RADIO

$49888
The[CXHART.yfloW
Soled State Aroolthet .rth ou.,lant1.ng Pra $A.St
Poorer, plsts ScArt State, FM AM
Stereo FM R.I.° C•Ate• Utt
voth recoml etorage.

FEATURES'THE BEST IN COLOR TV PERFORMANCE
HANDCRAFTED
COLOR TY CHASSIS
Non#Mood with na petered'
Meant, and no production
shortalla for the utmost iss
dependability.

PATENTED C.0101
DEMODULATOR ammo
Boraces- color from doe Manning signal with peak peedeion
for unsurpassed, tree-Is-ft
color hum.

"We Service Ev•rythiseg

•NSi•• =OIL TV
SU
PICICRE AAR
for pester Nome brishown
with redder rets. brighter
greens and more brilliant
blues.
Son”

09W
Tyfilsomr
STEREO RECORD
PACKAGE
war Ple

e
HOME FOR
"MEZZO," AREA
Three tedrooms, wall to well carpets.
IA
CO. god a half bath garage. fencecall,
yard. all electric. P`or detail,
Mrs. C Hill 348-1144 or go buy
Late Model Kenmore Warbler. Excellent condition, 3 cycle. AU enamel
DOS-1144
360 00

SOLID—STATE STEREO

/11110(Of
111011/101071

BUY U.S.
BONDS

3968 Plymouth.

Rectungukir

NI. ht. Vkluro

29995

HEY NEIGHBOR!
Is the news of your
your
club, your chur
school, your civic group
showing up in your
newspaper?
If it isn't, there's
y o u should
do about it. Appoint a
public relations chairman. Have that peman
call Tri State Defender,
.1A 6-8397.
We'll explain Ii o w
your news should be
prepared, how it should
be sent in.
NOTICE!

EAPPLIANCE Co.
AC
L. F. *AWN..

EAST

WHITEHAVEN

3431 Summer

4255 Hwy. Si Su.

Phone 324.4406

Ph... 396-0995

•

"No

r

NEWSBOYS

NOTICE

CONSOLE TV

16. KiNKLE

FRAYER

LAMAR

2574 l•ritor
3111 Memos(Hwy. 51 N.)
124-6116
Phone
358-4585
Phone

ALL 4 Stores

If you're not getting
your fair share of coverage, that's a situation
we can help you correct.
Deadline for all news 5
p.m. Sunday.

Address

Number of papers wanted weekly,
Phone number
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee

'HE Tall...STATE DEFENDER NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY
The Tri-Stats Defender Gees GIS* Cad Thursday At The Following Laotian:
ALEXANDER SUNDRY
387 Leeds
ALDALE CASH GROCERY
862 welliooton
52741150
BUNGALOW SUNDRY
3092 Choke.
BAILEY'S ORM STORE
2547 Brood Aver...
WELL'S SUNDRY
943 Lauderdale
526.9940
Free Delivery Ooeo 7 Cloys
9 o.o.• 12 wan.

COLLEGE ST. SUNDRY
1140 Cello.,
CENTRAL PRESCRIPTION
CHOP
550 Vance
EWING ESSOSERVICT

ICAUFNIANDRIVE.IM

GROCERY
1297 Lootlar4e4.
KLONDYKE P000
CENTER
1287 VolleoNo•
276.9509
Firma Noes & Vog.

RLAINDYKE SUNDRY
)7:3 lhollowsino
2724112
Free Dolivory
L & If SUNDRY
142 Silvorepo
UlollOWEN SUNDRY
Vow*
MAGNOLIA SUNDRY
70:$7 Boyle Avenue

STATION

MODEL LAUNDRY

867 Missossinell
FORD ROAD D/tIVE•61
31 99 Ford Rood

204 W. Brooks
MIS MART
Magealwee & Nowspaoore
AU Ow of TOM Nowa.

GEORGE WALKER'S NEWS
1101 Firestone

GOLDEN'S SUNDRY
2333 Pork Ave.
324-9322
GOSS PHARMACY
443 Welker Aversive
HAWKINS GRILL
1247 E. Melaresere
J. R. SUNDRY
6)5 Vance Avenue
JEL DRIVE" GROCERY
1560 S. Parkwey E.
JE FFr R&C*4 GROCERY
4791 Hem Lake Rd.

JIFFY SUNDRY
2509 Pork Avenue
452-3101
Speedy Dellvety
PARK KRICK DiltivE INN GOO.
2261 Pali Ave.
BELLE VUE 7/11 DRIVE INN GPO.
1101 5. Bellornso
.4.1 SUNDRY
2119 Chelsea Au..
PEARSON GRO.
1540 Wite.er Rd.

PRPors
10 N. Moto

S36.96411
MOUE DRUG
1014 Alloshmoiliel
9424712
Page. & Obi. Soroloo
POST OPP10E •
BEALE BRANCH
PANTAZE DRUG 02
209 Boole
PROSPECT REXALL
2243 S. Sollovuo Blvd.
ROYAL SUNDRY

2414 Combs
ROSEWOOD PHARMACY
1915 Loollardetio
ROSE LYNN SUNDRY
4293. Gloom
SANDER," DRUG CO.
kwey E.
565 s.
941.4531

RUSSELL RExALL DRUG
24.45 andsen

SILVER STAR
DRIVE-JR GROCERY
176 W. Own Rd.
SUBURBAN DRUG
752 E. *Lemon,
94.4576

Pres. & Del. 5....vie•
SUAREZ PHARMACY
1046 Thwoo:
525-8811 - 526-9727
Prescriptions 6 Drugs
STROZIFR DRUGS
2192 Chelsea
276-2588
Pres. & DAL Service
SMITH SUNDRY
1447 Florida
wilier's TEXACO
SERVICE STATION
337 lateholl Rood
TRIGG AVE. SUNDRY
455 E. Tricpj
TRIPLE A SUNDRY
303 Vance
VIC1 suwaires
son Johesoos AVOW*

WELLINGTON SUNDRY
WADUNOTON
2S1 E. MeLareows
WARES SUPERMARKET
220 W. Brooks Rood
WORLD NEWS CO.
Newspapers & Menposleee
Prom All Torsos
115 Monroe Avows,
526-9920
LEND,StINDRY
2036 Cholsi•
LINCOLN SUNDRY
652 Ricioesed
WELLINGTON Si. SUNDRY
9111 S. Wellington
PRESCOTT DRUGS
S. 11•11.0. &Gill
LITTLE LITE SUNDRY
1649 Leskoe
GENERAL DRUGS

281 W. M.tesell

